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Storage of cereal grains is an important phase of food supply. 
The stored grain may be in a dormant state, but it is usually alive 
and capable of responding to physiological and biological processes. 
The grain is subject to invasion by living fungi, yeast, and· bacteria 
unless the storage environment is such that these enemies of stored 
grain are prevented from attacking the grain. 
To prevent fungal invasion during conventional storage, excess 
moisture mu.!:lt be removed from the grain before mold or fungal damage 
can occur; and the grain must be maintained at a safe moisture content 
and temperature throughout the storage period~. Grain stored in large 
quantitiei; such as in terminal type elevators is not: necessarily_ safe 
from mold damage even thQugh the grain had an average moisture content 
considered safe when the grain was placed in storage. Moisture 
migration, temperature differences, mixed grain of unequal moisture 
--
contenteg and pockets of high moisture grain can contribute to an 
' . 
intergranular environment favorable for mold growth. This can result 
in grain germ damage and even total loss of some or all of the grain 
in the zone.s which have accumul,ated excessive moistur.e. Once grain 
deterioration starts, it can -spread rapidly into much larger zones. _ 
To keep stored grain in 11condtti,on~ 11 the zones which have· a tendenc_y 
1 
2 
to increase in grait:t moisture content must be periodically dried to 
a.safe storage moisture content. Drying of the grain in starage would 
be desirable to prevent removing the grain and drying it by conven-
tional methods. 
Because of the resistance encountered by air flowing thl'.ough the 
full depth of a deep bin, excessive power would be required to force 
I . . 
air uniformly from top to bottom or bottom to top in sufficient 
quantities to sigrtfficantly dry grain after it is placed in storage. 
However, the power requirement could be significantly reduc.ed if 
cross-flow circulation of air were used to dry the grain in place in 
deep cylindrica·l. storages.- The air would travel a shorter path 
through the grain and consequently, the resistance to air flow would 
be0 greatly reduced. Fj.gure 1-1 illustrates a vertical, uniform flow 
system as contrasted to a cross-flow, nonuniform ,ir circulation 
system. 
The Problem 
The effectivep.ess of forced air grain drying systems is 
determined ,by several parame,ters, such as: initial grain moisture 
content, temperature and humidity of drying air, air circulation rate1, 
typ.e of flow arrap.gement, and other fact9rs. The ef feet of these 
parameters or factors on th,e amount of d;i:-yin,g accompli'~t,,ed .needs to 
be known to design or manage a grain drying installation. A method 
for determining the drying effect for a specified set of conditions 
would be useful in designing and in s,electing operating conditions . 
for cross-flow dryiqg systems. Thus~ it would seem that engineered 
syst~ms are needed for cross-flow forced air drying o'f grain in 'deep 
3 
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· Cross - Flow 
FIGURE 1-1. Schematic view of vertical-flow and cross-flow 
drying systems in deep cylindrical bins. 
4 
cylindrical storages. 
Previou,s grain drying researc;:h studies have produced methods for 
i 
analysing the drying effect in a uniform system in which the air 
travels through equal depths of gra,in. However, there seems to be 
very little information available on the .nonuniform drying systems of 
cross-flow arrangements. 
Objectives 
The objectives of the study were: 
1. To develop a general prediction equation that describes the 
drying process across cylindrical bins. The equation was 
to be a mathematical relationship relating drying accomplished. 
I . '.l 
or moisture removed to the many factors involved which 
influence the drying process. 
2. Tp Study the nature of the pressure, thermal; and moisture. 
gradients which develop within .the grain mass during drying. 
3. To verify the prediction equation in different sizes of bins. 
The e~perimental research was planned to incorporate the 
following situations: 
Two agricultural grains, wheat and sorghum. 
Three types of cross-flow bin configurations. 
A range of air tempeiratures that included atmospheric air 
conditions and artificially heated air. 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Mycology and Grain Storage 
The intergranular atmospher• of stored grain can become a favorable 
environment for the growth of molds and fungi~ Fungi seem to be 
universally present and. the infestation appears t,o increase from 
harvesting through all of the sta~es of handling the grain. 
Ander,son and Alcock (J,, p. 121) stated that molds, including 
sev,ral yeastlike fungi, whicli, have been found growing in stored grain 
and grain products are chiefly m~mbers of the g~nera "Aspergillus" 
and 11PenicilliumJ' and are of the orders "Moniliales" and "Mucorales. 11 
They 1isted.,minimum, optimum, and ma~imum temperatures and mtl\'l\imum 
relathre ,;,apor pressures supportin! growth of various species of 
-microorganisms. (3, pp. 102-114}. 
One of the early .resµlts of microorganism inf,estatioil is grain 
-
germ damage manifested by a .decrease in viability and a decrease in 
processing quality. This situation in wheat is know[). as "sick wheaf" 
and is very difficult to recogn,h:e. Germs or el!lbryos of "sick wheat" 
are off-color and either gre!itly weakened or dead. The damaged wheat 
has reduced germination and produces a poor grade of flour. Tuite 
and Christensen (34) found that germination itself is not known to·be 
a quality factor in wheat to.be used for milling, but it appears to 
be a sensitive indicator of beginning or i~pending deterioration as a 
5 
6 
decrea$e in get'ltlination percentage always p:r:ece~ea f;he de,relopment of 
·, 
sick wheat. Other grains experience similar ef fee ts in .the eDU>t"yo 
damaging stage of fullgal infection. 0th.er stages of deterioration 
from fungi are grain unfit for seed and commercial use ·and finally 
grain unfit ·for livestock comsumption. These latter stages are 
manifest by sprouting, heating, mustiness, fermented odor, and putre-
faction. 
To p;revent damage of the g:c:ain by _microorganisms, an interseed 
environment must be maintained which is unsuited for growth of the 
microorganisms. Some of the major.factors which determine whether 
grain will remain in sound condition are temperature and moisture· 
co~tent of the grain and length of time the grain is stored. A few 
methods of grain preservation are: low moisture content, low temper-
ature, exclusion of oxygen, introduction of an inert gas, and use of 
a chemical toxic to microorganisms, a fungicide. 
Hygroscopicity of Cereal Grains 
Many organic substances possess the characteristic of taking on 
or giving up moisture st> that the moisture content of the substance 
approaches an equilibrium condition determined by the thermodynamic 
properties ·of. the surrounding- atmosphere. Substances which exhibit 
this characteristic are term,ed hygroscopic mat.erials and the mo-isture 
content of the matedal when in equilibrium with the surrou1:1ding.. at]Jlos-
phere is known as the equilibrium moisture content. 
The factors affecting the hygroscop~c pr(?perties· of cereal grains 
are not as well defined as would be desirable for processing and 
storage of the crops. Huch of the equilibrium data found in technical . . ' . 
literature does not specify whether the data were obtained under 
-~ 
7 
absorptive or desorptive conditions. The temperature effect upon the 
equilibrium moisture relationships of several grains is not adequately 
described. 
Most agricultural products exhibit hysteresis in tpe adsorption 
and desorption of water. Branauer ( 7) has descr.ibed five isotherm 
types encountered in physical adsorption.and gives a theoretical 
analysis of s9me of the types. The majority of the cere4l grains are 
of "type two0 in the desorptive phase and probably also in the adsorp-
tive phase. The 0 type two., .isotherms have a characteristic '"S11 or 
sigmoid shape of curve resulting from a plot of grain moisture versus 
. - ' 
ambient air humidity. 
Babbit (4) reported sigmoid curves for desorption by wheat but 
reported an adsorptive curve distinctly convex to the relative humidity 
axis. In a mo_;re recent research study, Hubbai;-d et al. (20) reported 
hysteresis loops for wheat and corn and both phases of the curves were 
found to be sigmoid as shown for wheat in Figure 2-1. 
Seine other distinctive phenomena noted in relation to wheat hygro-
scopicity have been reported. Babbit (5) found that in c·ompletin& the 
desorption isotherm, it was never possible to remove all the moisture 
from wheat as ev~luated by the equipment and methods which he employed. 
The residual moisture content was found to be~ function of temperature. 
' 
~owever, Becker and Sallans (6) suggest that the value. for moisture 
content at zero relative humiditY reflects a lack of complete equil-
ibrium rather than any abnormal conditions of adsorption. Fairbrother 
(11) reported that dried wheat flour does not completely regain its 
moisture content when re-exposed to the original relative humidity. 
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FIGURE 2-1. Hysteresis of moisture sorption 
in wheat, 35 C isotherms. 
mixed, do not reach equal mois.ture contents. The low moisture wheat 
. . . 
always remained at a moisture content about two per cent below that 
of the high moisture wheat. 
The phenomenon of hygro~copicity has q·een studied by many 
researchers and as a result, several mathematical relationships have 
been formulated for defining the equilibrium moisture content and 
) 
will be discussed as follows.' 
In an analysis by Henderson (18), the equilibrium moisture 
8 
isotherfi\S for.a number of materials were found to ;follow a dimension-
ally restricted equation of the following form: 
1-rh 2-1 
in which rh = equilibrium relative humidity, as a decimal 
9 
Me= equilibrium moisture content, per cent· dry basis 
k 1 = factor varying with material 
n = exponent varying with material. 
The effect of temperature was introduced into the equation by a 
method based upon Gibbs' thermodynamic adsorption equation. By this 
approach, k 1 . of equation 2-1 was found to be a function of temperature 
such that: 
k' = kT 
in which k = coefficient varying with material 
T = temperature, F absolute. 
Thus, the final equation was of the form: 
-kTM n 
1-rh = e ue. 2-2 
The factors k and n were evaluated by using equilJ.brium moisture 
data for a variety of products. For wheat k = 5.59 x 10-7 and n == 3.03. 
Pichler (28) found th~t equation 2-2 does not permit the mathema-
tical determination of the shift due to temperature of the equilibrium 
moisture curve because n and k are not constants independent of temper-
ature. At a temperature change of 60 C the observed decrease in moisture 
content was four times the calculated value. 
Hall (15, p. 20) connnents that of data available at different 
temper~tures for a varietr_of crops, only data for grain sorghum 
follows Henderson's equation. The temperature variation for the 
grain sorghum was 40, 70, and 90 F, but it was not specified whether 
the data was adsorptive or desorptive.(12). 
An analysis by Becker and Sallans (6) resulted in dividing the 
desorption isotherms into three portions: an initial curve4 section 
10 
concave downward, a linear region,' and a curved section concave upward. 
An equation was developed for each of the three portions of the 
isotherm as in Figure 2-2. A summary of the three equations, values 
of constants, and approximate region of applicability are given in 
Table 1. 
Definition of symbols used in the equ~tions of Table I are as 
follows: 
M = Grain moisture content as a decimal, dry basis 
~=Moisture content as a decimal, dry basis, required 
,to form a unimolecular layer 
c = A constant approximately equal to Hm/RT 
Hm = Average net heat of desorption of the unimolec~lar 
layer, kcal per mole of water desorbed 
R = Un1>versal gas const,ant 
T = Temperature, absolute 
f = Relative vapor pressure, (relative humidity) 
W = Grain mqisture as a decimal, wet basis 
Wb = Intercept in a plot of W versus ln (1-f) 
W9 = Slope of plot of W versus ln (1-f) 
ln = Log to base e 
n = Constant, slope of linear portion. 
An equation was developed, by Haynes ( 17) by fitting equilibrium 
moisture data to a general equation by means of the modif:i.ed 1Doolittle 
technique. 
The' form of the general equation was: 
2-3 
in which Y = the log of the vapor pressure of ,seed moisture 
0.3 
- ..c -C 
Q) ,:) 0.2 -C .. 0 -c..., 0 
Q) e 
i... u ::, - Cb en C 
0 
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FIGURE 2-2. Desorption isother.m of wheat at 25 C il'."' 
lustrating portions which are described by the B.E.T., 
Linear, and Smith equations. 
TABLE I 
B.E.T. 9 LINEAR, AND SMITH EQUATIONS AND REGIONS 
OF APPLICABILITY IN. DESORPTION OF WHEAT 
11 
Values Of Constants 
Approx. Region·· 
Of Applicability 
Equation Const. 25C 50 C 25. C 50·C 
M/Mm= cf /(1-fl[lt(c-l)f] Mm 0.0780 0.0602 0.04. <f > 0.30 
8. E.T.· ··cs> C 22.9 15.I 
M-M 0 = of Mo 0.0483 0.0278 
0.12 <f < 0.65 
Linear. a 0.1715 0.1564 
W-Wb/ W' =in (I/ I- f) wb 0.0845 · 0.0550 
0. 50 <f < 0.95 
Smith (32) w· 0.0514 0.0595 
,x;l = the log of the vapor pressure of pure water at ,test 
temperature 
X2 = the seed moisture content, per cent dry basis 
C and ci are constants depending upon the material • 
12 
The constants were evaluated by,using equilibrium moisture data 
obtained by the vapor-pressure method. For wheat, the constants were: 
C = -1.61379 
cl= 1.26937 
c2 = 0.12543 
c3 = -0.00250 
c4 = -o .01182. 
Methods of Grain Drying Analysis 
Theory of drying which is used in many fields of l=lrying applica-
tions such as chemicals, paper, and stones can not always be directly 
applied to drying cereal·grains since grain has some unique properties 
which influence the drying analysis. Some of these properties, such 
as presence of a seed-coat and mann~r in which the moisture is bound 
internally in the kernel, are inherent to the morphology. of the 
kernel. 
The vapor pressure theory of drying grain has been presented by 
several research workers. ( 15; p. · 245) • As the temperature of a 
product is increa.sed, the. vapor pressure inside the product increases. 
Thus, there results a potential for flow of moisture from zones of 
high vapor pressure to the lower vapor pressure of air surroundin~-
the product. The flow of moisture is approximately proportional to 
the·vapor pressure difference between the product and tp.e surrounding 
atmosphere. Drying 'theory is influenced by the hygroscopic properties 
13 
of grain which were mentioned in the previous section. Several 
methods of approach to drying grain will be presented in this section. 
Thin Layer Drying 
Thin layer drying refers to drying of grain entirely exposed to 
air moving through the product.(15, p. 252). The resulting equation 
represents movement of moisture during the fallin~ rate period. The 
two major periods of drying are the constant rate period and the fall-
ingrate period. In the constant rate period drying takes place from 
the surface of the grain and is similar to evaporation of moisture 
from a free water surface. The falling rate period is entered after 
th,e constant rate period and the critical moisture content occurs 
between the constant rate and falling rate periods. The critical 
moisture content is the minimum moisture content of the grain that 
will sustain. a rate of flow of free water to the surface of the grain 
equal to the maximum rate of remov~l of water vapor from the grain 
under tqe dryin'g conditions. For grain the initial moisture content 
is usually less than the critical moisture content so that all the 
',,-,,, 
drying occurs in the falling rate period. The critical moisture 
content for wheat is between 69 and 85 per cent dry basis. (31). 
The equation which forms the basis for thin layer drying theory 
is: 
in which 
M-M /M -M = e-ke o o e 
M = moisture content at any time 
Me = equilibrium moisture content 
Mo .= original moisture cor1tent 
,k = drying constant, (the units 
2-4 
e 
are not clearly defined). 
14 
M-M0 /M0 -Me is referred to as the moistur.e content ratio. 
Time of response terminology, similar to time of radioactive 
decay terminology, c'an be applied to moisture movement. T.hus, the 
time of one-half_ responH in a drying process would be the time ne.ces-
sary t.o obtain a moisture content ratio. of one"'.'half. 
Thin layer theory is very important in the study of grain drying; 
\ .-, 
but, since it was developed for.grain entirely exposed to the circu-
lated air, it is not an adequate method for use in drying grain"in a 
deep· layer as in deep bins. 
Deep Layer Drying 
Drying grain in a deep layer can·be considered as drying in a 
series of thin layers in which th_e humidity and temperature of air 
leaving each layer varies with time depending upon .the stage of drying. 
Equations, in addition to the thin layer drying equation, are needed 
for th~ deep layer drying analysts and were developed by Henderson 
and Perry. ( 19) • 
Drying with heated air can be an adiabatic process, in which the 
energy for moistu:re evaporation is supplied by a reduction in temper-
ature of the circulated air. The wet bulb (adiabatic humidification) 
lines of the psychromet,ric chart and the thin layer drying equation 
represent this process and can be used for calculatin~ a drying heat 
and mass balance.. Air at state ''a", see Figure 2-3, is heated to 
state "b'' and passed through the material to be dr":i.ed. The process 
moves from state "b'' up the wet bulb line, and the air exhausts at 
state "c''. Equations were developed by Henderson and Perry for the 
rate of moisture removal and for the change in air humidity. 
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H = Humidity 
0 
t = Dry Bulb Temp. 
FIGURE 2-3. Skeleton.psychrometric chart showing 
air state change, b to c for a drying process. 7 
The deep layer condit.ions expressed in the above mentioned 
equations are based on the thin layer drying concept. This concept 
does not rigorously hold for deep layers,(19, p. 287). However, an 
approximate solution can be obtain.ed by a stepwise integration process 
considering thin layers thi:'~>Ui~h the grain depth. The stepwise inte-
gration is at best a laborious process and can yield only an approxi-
mate solution subject to limitations of the equations upon which the 
method is based. 
Hukill I s Method of Analysis 
This also is·· a method f_or analysing the drying process in grain 
having greater depths than those for which the thin layer drying 
analysis applies. 
The computed relationships between drying time, grain moisture, 
and grain depth units were genetalized by Hukill (21) to make them 
applicable to various drying probleµis. 
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Descriptions of the above properties are given as follows: 
Drying time - each time unit is the time of one-half response 
of grain fully exposed to the air entering the drying system~, 
Grain moisture - moisture is expressed as the moisture 
Grain depth - a depth factor is described as containing 
enough grain that if all the theoretically available heat could be 
used it would all dry to equilibrium in a period of time equal to the 
time of one-half response. The povnds of grain, G, in each depth is 
computed by use of the following heat balance equation: 
in which 
(dQ/d8) cAt = AM (dw/d8) hfg 2-5 
dQ/d8 • volume of air, lb per hr 
c = specific heat of air at constant pressure, 
approximately 0.24 btu per lb F 
At = maximum temperature drop of the air in passing 
through the grain, F , 
dw/d8 • moisture removed from volume under consideration, 
lb per hr 
G 
= latent heat of vaporization of moisture from grain, 
approximately 1170 btu per lb of water 
= (dw/d8)811,_ • 
With appropriate data the following information can be computed 
using Hukill's analysis for a drying problem at any desired time after 
drying has started: 
moisture content at any depth; 
pounds of moisture rempved; 
average rate of drying; 
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temperature and relative humidity of the exhaust air; and 
thermal efficiency of the drying operation. 
Nelson's Batch Grain Drier Analysis 
A prediction equation was developed by Nelson et al. (26) whet'eby 
the drying effect of air circulated through a bed or batch of grain 
can be calculated. The dJying system ,considered was one. that included 
a batch or bed ,of grain of uniform depth and dried by forced circula-
tion of heated or unheated air at a uniform rate. 
Theory of similitude ap.d di.mens ional analysis were used in devel-
oping the equation relating variables such as average drying effec,t, 
bed depth' air ·circulation rate, elapsed t:Lme ,, 'grain moisture content' 
·and ente,ring air temperature and humidity. Con.stants. ,appearing in 
the equation were evaluated from expE:rimenta:l data obt~ined with 
~aboratory and full-size drying installations. The form of the 
prediction equation is: 
iri which 
E 
E = avg drying effect by air, lb of moisture removed 
from batch per lb of dry air circulat~d, lb/lb ·. 
2-6 
AM =·' di~ference, initial grain moisture minus equilibrium· 
moisture corresponding to entering Jiir_, state, lb/lb 
; 
AT= difference, entering ~ir dry bulb temperature minus 
i1ideal" leaving- air dry bulb temperature after a 
constant wet bulb process to equilibrium humidity 
for grain at initial moisture content, F 
Te= air dry bulb_temperature entering grain, F absolute 
A = grain batch thickness or depth in direction of air 
fl~,"ft 
V = air circulation rate thrcimgh grain, cfm/ sq ft 
¢ = elapsed time since star.t of drying proce~s, min 
e = ba_se of natural logarithm system. 
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The' above analysis can be used to estimate' average and ins.ta:nta-
neous drying ef,fects during operation of .batch grain drying systems, 
to plan and conduct experimentalgrain drying investigation~, and to 
. ('_ 
increase the scope of applications of grain drying experimental 
results. 
A system of tables and charts from which the solution of equation 
2-6 may be obtained for drying grain sorghum was developed by Day and 
Nelson (9). Alignment charts are used for the final soluHon of the 
equation. The .system of analysis. can be used to solve three basic 
type$ of problems i.n design or operation of grain drying systems. 
These include computing required circulation index, computing average 
grain moisture removed, and computing temperature of heated air. 
Fhlid P'low Through Porous Media 
With regard to the system of forcing air through a bed of grain, 
the system is essentially ·one of fluid flow through a porous media. 
A development of some of the phases of this subject can contribute to 
·analysing·· the air circulation· system involve.d in grain drying 
i'ns·tallations. 
For single spheres, it is immaterial in the study of resistance 
to flowwhether the particle is falling and the fluid at rest, or the 
fluid in motion c1nd the particle at rest. This fact has led several 
experimenters to believe that the resistance to the passage .of fluids 
through static beds of irregular particles can be related to the 
laws of motion of a fluid past a single sphere, and,that even the laws 
of resistance of suspension of particles will be capable of expression 
in terms of the resistance to motion of single spheres. Mott (24) 
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states that such a simplification has not yet met with general accept-
ance. Ho~ever, the above mentioned laws are important to fluid flow 
through porous media and some of them will be briefly discussed. 
According to Wadell (35),a body in steady motion throµgh any 
real flu.id, or at rest in a current of moving fluid, exhibits a 
resistance consisting in part of frictionless forces tangential to 
the surface of the body, and in part of pressure forces acting normal 
to the surface. If the velocity is constant (no acceleration) and 
., 
if the fluid is incompressible (or if in a compressible fluid, the 
velocity does not. ~pproach the acoustic velocity so that the, pressure 
changes are sIQall and compressibility may be neglected), the resistance 
may depend.mainly upon the relative velocity of fluid and body; on 
the density and viscosity of the fluid; on the volume, specific 
gravity,,and shape of the body; and also upo~ the surface roughness 
of the solid. Newton (2 7) proposed a quadratic law of ·resistance in 
which resistance is directly proportional to the square of the fluid 
velocity, thus: 
in which. a. = resistance to flow 
CR• coefficient of resistance 
A = cross-sectional area perpendicular to flow 
v = fluid velocity 
pf = fluid d.ensity. 
Stoke's law showed that when a sphere moves s~owly through a 
fluid, the resistance to ~otion is directly proportional to the 
velocity to the first power. Mott (24) points out that between .the 
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ranges of 'lfelod.ty covered by Newton I s. law .and Stoke's law the resist-
' anc~ is proportiortal to a power: <?f the velocity intermediate between 
the qtiadtatic <:>£ Newton's iaw a:ttd the fi;'st power of Stoke's law .. 
I 
Shedd (30) experimentally arrived at fundamental data of _the 
resis~ance to the flow of air at constant velocity throughout beds of 
grain of unUorm depth. Plots by Shed4 resulted in curves which are 
somewhat convex upward. If the plots were straight lines the pressure-
flow'relationship could be expressed by formulas of the form: 
2-7 
in which Q = air flow, cfm per sq ft of floor 
P = pressure drop per ft depth of grain 
a = Value of Q when P = l 
b = Slope of the curve • 
Phenomena of hydrodynamics in porous media lead to differential 
equations and boundary conditions which make the analytical solution 
very diffi«:;ult. Examples of such equations used to define phases of 
fluid flow are the Navier-Stokes equation and Laplace equation. 
The Laplace equation occurs in many contexts in physical 
problems. Solutions of this equation can b~ obtained by performing 
suitable experiments which are themselves goyerned by the Laplace 
equation. In this manner,it is often possible to set up an analogy 
to a certainprobl~m of steady flow through porous media and thus to 
avoid the tedious job of solving the Laplace equation analytically. 
Orthogonal flow net problems described by the Laplace equation can 
be solved by using an electrical conductive sheet analogy. Karplus 
(22) and Soroka (33) give d.etailed instructions for using conducting 
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sheets to solve flow net problems with various boundary conditions. 
Dimensional Analysis and Similitude 
' 
In a physical system involving mS.ny factors or variables which 
influence the system, methods of dimE!ris:lonal analys-is and similitude 
offer a means of simplificati~ti: acflieved by c61llbiii:fo~ 1 tl'.ie fa<tt:ots i~t:b 
a reduced number of dimensibfileS$ gtoups or parameters which facili-
tate. E:xperimental and analytical research. Dirilensional analysis .and 
similitude thus serve as a basis for planning and organization of. 
experiments so that tne maximum amount of useful information can:be 
obtained from a minimum number of experiments. Dimensional anal~sis 
establishes the conditions for the validity of experiments with models 
and "the laws of comparison" of models with their prototypes. 
To utilize dimensional analysis and similitude, the factors or 
variables considered to b~ pertinent to a physical system are chosen 
and analysed dimensionally. The factors are then grouped into inde-
pendent dimensionless groups referred to as pi terms. The number of 
pi terms required for a set of pertinent.factors can be determined by . . 
the Buckingham pi theorem which states that the number of independent 
and dimensionless products or pi.terms that are required .to express 
a relationship among the factors of the system is equal to the number 
of factots minus the number of dimensions in which the factors c:an be 
e:icpres'sed. (25) • Langhaar (23) refined the pi theorem by showing that 
the number of pi terms required is always equal to the number of 
physical factors minus the rank of the ··~Umensional matrix for the 
factors. The pi theorem makes no stipulation as to the most. appro-
priate set of.pi terms which can be, formed from the factors but any 
. ,l'' 
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set consistent in numb7r and form 1with the theorem is a valid set. 
However,.no ,set is unique and other terms can be formed by multipli-
cation or division of terms within the set. 
I 
The pi terms can be related by an equation ,of the type: 
which involves an unknown function f. In order to formulate a general 
prediction equation from equation 2-8, the nature of the function must 
' ' 
be established. However, limited predictions can be made,, ,from per-
formance of a model system, to a prototype system without having 
evaluated the function if the ~odel and prototype are operated so that 
each pi term of the prototype system is equal to the corresponding 
pi term of the model system. 
The function in equation 2-8 cannot be determined by dimensional. 
analysis alone but.may be done from analysis of laborat,ory observa-
tions. Mqrphy (25) outlined a method for determining the type of the 
funct:Lon and for evaluat,ing it. The method consists of arranging the 
observations so that all of the pi terms, except one, involved in the 
function. remain constant, and varying that one; to establish a relation-
ship between it and the dependent term. This arrangement can be 
referre~ to as a treatment schedule. ,for the experiments. This procedure 
is repeated for each of the pi terms in turn, and the res~lting 
relationships between the dependent pi term and the other indiv.idual 
pi terms, referred to as component equ~tions, combined to give a 
general relationship. Generally the pi terms will combine by multi-
plication and if the component equations are of the power form, the 
general prediction equation .will have the form: 
23 
2-9 
in which the k's are coefficients and exponents for the system. Power 
equations have the form: 
k 
7T =k7T 2 
1 2 
and plot as straight lines on log-log paper. 
2-10 
Murphy (25) discusses conditions which are necessary or sufficient 
for combining the component equations by multiplication, addition, or 




The design of the research project "drying grain in deep cylin-
drical bins using cross-flow air circulationn was approached by using 
dimensional· analysis and principles 'of similitude in which controlled 
laboratory experiments were performed using mode~ grain ~rying systems, 
· The project was d.ivided into two major invest-igations: the air 
'· ' 
circulation system and the thermal drying system. · 
,·~ 
Models of deep cylindrical bins were used for the grain dryiag 
experiments using cross• flow forced circulation of air. Three _types 
of cross-flow arrangement111 were. chosen for the mod.els as there seemed 
to be no "bestt:t type of cross.,..flow ·configuration for terminal type 
grain st·orages~ The selection of types .of cross-flow a-rrangement·s. 
was influenced by systems which would be feasible to add to existing 
~~. . 
structures as well as designs for fut·u;e structure'._. In practice, 
air circulation syst·ems· migh,t·: be combinatiohs of cro~s-flow and 
•" 
verttcal-flow, but the model b~ns w,re designed to study ·only cross-
flow. 
-The. three cross-flow configurations included: bin type I, one 
.-:-:-.-. 
a.ir inlet· chamber or vertical' plenum on· one side of t·he bin with an 
exhaust plenu~ directly opposite on t,he other. side of the bin; bin 
type II, two air inlet$ and two air exhiausts with the inlet plenums 
· ·. 24 
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opposite each other and the exhaust plenums opposite each other; and 
bin ·type III, three air inlets and three air exhausts alternating at 
uniform spacings around the bin. 
A set of miniature model bins, approximately six inches in 
diameter, was designed for use in an indoor laboratory where control 
of the installation was facilitated:, \$'he mintature bins were used to 
obtain the total or average drying effect; but the internal gradients 
of moisture content ·and titatic pressure w.ere not studied in these 
models as the size was not adequate for measuring these properties. 
A set of two .. foot diameter bins was designed for use in an open 
shed and the internal pressure and moisture content gradients were 
.' 
measu.red in these bins. However, atmospheric air was tfsed in these 
. -~ . . . 
experiments and control of the system was limited. 
Pertinent Factors and Dimensionless Groups. 
The pertinent quantities c.e>nsidered t<i> influence the thermal 
drying system and a set of possili>le dimensic:>nles,s groups, pi terms, 
formed from these quantities are listed in TabJ.e II. A general. 
predict~on equation relating the pi terms is as follows: 
in which f denotes "a function of''. 
The pertinent quantities selected for the air circulation system 
are listed in Table III along with a possible set of dimensionless 

















PERTINENT FACTORS AND PI TERMS OF 
THE THERMAL DRYING SYSTEM , ' 
Description Dimension 
Avg moisture removed from grain, 
% dry basis. . 
' 
Elapsed time of dryer operation, min. T 
Difference, (Mg)i-Me~ lbs moisture 
per lb of dry grain; dry basis as a 
decimal, 
(Mg)i = Initial grain moisture content, 
dry basis as a decimal. 
Me = Grain moisture content in equi~ 
librium witth air entering grain, 
dry basis as a decimal. 
Air dry bulb temp entering grain, F abs, 
Difference, 7 e· 7 J. , F. 
71. • Ideal temp of air leaving grain, 
F abs. 
Initial grain temp, F abs. 
Bulk density of grain, lb(M)/ft3 . 
Difference, 7 e- 7 0 , F. 
7 0 • Dry bulb temp of ambient air 







Total air circulation rate through bin, T-1 
(ft3 of air/min)/ft3 grain, 
Density of air entering grain, lb(M)/ft3. ML-3 
Specific heat af air entering bin, HM-l e- 1 
Btu/lb(M) F. 
Bin wall overall heat transmission 
coef, Btu/min ft2 F. 
Hydraulic radius of cylindrical bin, 
ft. 
Circumferential spacing of vertical 
crqss-flo~ dllcts, bin circumference/ 




TABLE I_! (continued) 
Dimensions: T = Time, (} = Temperature, 
L = Length, H = Heat. 
M = Mass, 
No. of pi terms required= 14~5 = 9 
A possible set of pi terms is: 
7T 1 = MR 7T 4 = Q t a 
7T' = AM 7T5 = T / 'T 2 e g 
7T2 = AMAT/ 'T '7T I = U/p c Q r e 6 a a a 
7T 3 = r/S 7T 6 = U AT / p c Q rT w a a a e 
27 
7T7 = AT / 'T w e 
7T 8 = AT/ 'T e 
7T 9 = P~Pa 
TABLE III 
PERTINENT FACTORS AND PI fERMS OF THE 
AIR CIRCULATION SYSTEM 
28 
No. Factor Description Dimension 
1 p 
3 Pa 






Static pressure head of air enterin$ 
bin, ft of water. 
Total or volumetric air flow rate, 
(ft3 of air/min)/ft3 of grain. 
Air density entering bin, lbs(M)lft3. 
Air abs~lute viscosity, lb(F)min/ft2. 
Cha~acteristic size of grain kernel, 
ft. 





Hydraulic radius of cylindrical bin, L 
ft, 
Circumferential spacing of vertical L 
cross-flaw ducts, bin circumf•rence/No, 
of ducts, ft, 
Newton's S,econd Law constant, nr-lt-1T2 
lb(:r) /lb(M) ft/min2, 
Dimensions: M • Mau , L • Length, T • Time, F • F,orce 
No, of pi term, required• 9-4 • 5, 
A poasible aet of pi terms ii: 
'1T 11 = P/r '1T 14 = d/r 
'1T 12 = 2Q N par a e/µa '1T 15 = z 
'1T 13 = r/S 
! 2~ 
Discussion of Dimensionless Groups, Pi Terms 
The laws of dimensional analysis and similitude do not specify 
\' 
the best or most appropriate set of pi terms which can be formed 
from a set; ef pertinent factors, but merely a valid set·which are ,. 
·1· 
dimensionless and independent~ To facilitate experimental al)(l 
analytical research, it is helpful to judiciously select pi terms 
r 
that are meaningful in the physical system. Some of 1. the dimension-
' 
less groups will be, discussed in thi~ section. The factors and pi 
terms are.defined in Tables II and.III, 
~ .. 
Drying Effect Par ... ter 
!fa, moisture removed., pei··cent dry basis, was considered a 
convenient meaa~re .of tne drying effec.t .. obtained in a drying system, 
The term can be converted to. a ratio of the weight of moisture 
removed to the weight of dry air circulated by a method of an 
earlier study (9) suc;h that: 
· in which E ·• avg. · drying effect by the air, lb moist.u,re removed 
per lb of dry air circulated, lb/lb, 
Drying Potential Parameter 
AMAT/Te was selected as the drying.potent_ial parameter. 
Although it would be desirable to directly use such properties as 
3-3 
air temperature and ~oisture content and grain 'moisture content in the 
prediction equation, the psychrometric properties of the air and the 
hygroscopic properties·of the grain would. seem to. be'adequately 
-~ J. ~< 
eharacter~zed by_ t;he drying •odel d~scdJ~e4 by Nelson (26) • The 
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drying model is depicted in Figure 3-1 in which air at an initial. 
temperature, 'T , is heated to 'T • In passing through the grain, 
a e 
moisture i,s added to the ai.r at a constant wet bulb process until 
the process intersects the equilibrium humidity curve for the initial 
grain conditions and the air leaves the grain at a te~erature 7 1 , 
A'T • 'Te- 'Ti' This model may not be followed throughout the entire 
drying period but is the effect for a constant wet bulb process, and 
actual effect can be greater or smaller if actual process departs 
from a constant wet bulb .. process. 
AM. is comptited as shown in Figure 3-2 for an isotherm at the 
temperature of the enter.ing air, 'Te. 
' The prei(luct. AM A'T/'T 8 ,7T 2 JG '77"8 , seems to .be directly propar .. 
tional to the dry.tng potential of the entering air for a particular 
initial grain moisture content. A term to characterize the situ,ation 
when the,init:Lal grain temperature is not the satne as the temperature 
the air entering t~e grain was 'Te/Ts· 
Air Circulation Parameter 
Some of the factors considered important to be characterized 
by the air circulation :parameter were: velocity of air past a kernel, 
distance the air travels through the grain before it reaches some 
corresponding point in model and prototype, time of air travell and 
air flow rate per. volume of grain. The term selected was Qat, 
The rate of air flow through an increment of bin height is: 
for model 
flow rate • (Qa)MVM = (Qa>iM E-<1\i~ 2 /3 y, cfm 
for prototype 
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FIGU~E 3-1. Skeleton psych~ometric chart with a 
superimposed equilibrium grain mo.fsture curve · 


























Entering Air Humidity · 
Air Relative Humidity, % 
100 
FIGURE 3-2. An equilibriufu'grain moisture isotherm 
showing computation of AM, 
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in which V = volume, ft3 
D • diameter, f~ 
y = increment of height, equal in model and prototype, ft. 
The nominal air velocity is equal to th~ flow rate divided by the 
cross sectional area normal to flow at kernel location. The cross 
sectional area normal to flow is proportional to the width of the 
bin at a specified point times the height increment y, thus: 
{vn)M = {Qa>MEr{~)2y/4c yl] 
= ~Qa)ME-{D)M2 /4 c ~ 
{vn)P = {Qa>PE7-n2<~)2y/4c n 1 ~ 
= {Qa) prn{~) 2 /4 c ~ 
in which vn = nominal air.velocity, ft per min 
D = bin diameter 
c = proportionality con,tant 
1 = width of bin at location of kernel being considered 
The ratio of nominal velocities in model and prototype is: 
for equal volumetric flow rates in model and.prototype, 
Thus, for equal volumetric flow rates in model and prototype, the 
nominal _air velocity past a kernel in respective positions in model 
and prototype is n tlimes as gr,at in the prototype is in the model. 
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The actual velocity would be much greater than the no~inal velocity 
since the cross sectional area open to air flow is red,uced ~Y the· 
amount of solid material present. However, for the same grain_ in. 
model and prototype, it would seem the rat.io of velocities past a 
kernel would be as the above ana_lysis indicates. 
·-
The time of air travel to respective points in model and,proto· 
type was analyzed as follows. 
Time for air to traverse bin·· distance through 
bin/velocity of air . 
Time through model bin• (D)M/(vn)M 
- 2 
= (D)M/(Qa>ME7"C»);M/4 c ~ 
= 4 cJ. /CQa)M7'"<D)M 
Time through prototype• (D)p/(vn)P 
= n(D)M/(Qa)P~n(DJ 2 /4c ~ 
• 4c J./(Qa)M'JT(D)M 
Thus for (Qa)M • (Qa) p, . the time of air travel tC? i;espective points 
in model and prototype is equal in model and in prototype. 
The air ciJ:culat·ion p; term Qa t wa~ t~oug~t to als.o fulf_~ll 
the desired requirements of characterizing the amount of air the 
grain is exposed. to a_nd the .length. of patl;l the air has been in contact 
with grain previous to arriving at some specified p~sition in the 
grain mass.' A -term-- ~hat fulfills these ,requirements. in unifot111 gr,in 
depth drying systems is V,¢,0. .. , (26), 
in which V = air .circulation·rate, cfm/sq.ft 
- "· 
¢, • elapsed time since s_t.-rt. of drying process, min 
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A • grain bed depth thickness, ft .• 
The term Qat as related to cross-flow drying seems to be analogous 





v • velocity.of air• air flow.rate/ cross sectional area 
normal to flow 
Va= avg velocity at center of bin 
v a t/D = Q117rDt/ 4D which 1$ pr~portional to Qa t since 
'TT'/4 would be constant. 
Parameter for Heat Transmission Thro~gh the Bin Wall 
It was considered necessary to inves.tigate the characteristics 
I ' ' ' 
of heat transfer through the walls of model bins anfi prototype bins~ 
especia,lly. when .udng. heat~d air in model bins. It seemed reasonable 
' . 
to expect that heat loss from. the model binwall to the surrounding 
' atmosphere could have a significant effect upon the results of drying 
I 
grain in smal~ model bins in which the ratio of exposed w~ll surface 
area to contained volume would be much higher for the model bin than 
···.~ 
for- the full sized bin. The ratio was found to be: 
r 
(Surface area/volume)p = (1/n)(Surface ar.ea/volume)M 
or (Surface area/volume)M = n(Surface area/volume)p• 
i 
Several of the dimensionless numbers prominent in heat transfer 
studies were considered such as Prandtl number, Nusselt number, and 
others. However, the parameter chosen, UATw/Pac8Q8 rTe, which is the 
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' product of '17'6 x '17'7 was thought to characteriz.e the ratio of heat input 
to a bin to heat transmission through the bin'wall. 
Static Pressure Parameter 
The pressure required to overcome the resistance offered.to the 
flow of air by the grain was characterized by a pressure head unit P, 
as was done by lose (29) in a s~udy of fluid flow through porous 
media, instead of units of force per unit area. This was done to 
facilitate dimensional analysis and to have a unit which was similar 
to that u.sed by blower manufacturers. The static pressure parameter 
was P/r. 
Form of Reynolds Number 
Previous investigations have shown that the head of. fluid 
necessary to maintain a certain nominal velocity of flow through 
a bed of granular JQB.terial is dependent in some way upon· 0the density 
and the absolute visc.osity of the fluid, upon the length of path of 
fluid travel, the diameter of the particles, and the diameter of the 
container of the particles .(29, p 137). A form of Reynolds number, 
p4 r 2Q8N8 /µ, ,eemed appropriate in the study of flow of air through 
a bed of grain, especially since viscous r.esistance could be 
characterized in this way and a direct te:rm of air resistance was 
not employed. 
Experimental Treatment Schedule 
To facilitate experimental research, the gene.ral prediction 
'equations 3-1 and 3-2, for the thermal drying system and air circu-
lation system respectively~ wer,e reduc.ed to manageable proportions 
36 
by considering a separate prediction equation for each type of grain 
and for each type of bin configuration. The form of the general 
prediction equation for the thermal drying system was reduced to: 
3-4 
The 1general prediction equation for the air circulation. system 
was reduced to: 
'IT 11 • £('IT 12 ' '1T 14> • 3-5 
A set of experiments was designed to evaluate the relationship 
of equation 3-4 and was designated as the treatment schedule for the 
thermal dry.ing system, Table IV. · The treatment schedule is to be 
repeated for each bin con~iguration and for each type of grain. A 
range of each pi term was planned so the prediction equation would 
·be directly applicable to prototype installations without extrapol-
.. 
ating the results from .which the prediction equation, was formulated. 
The approximate range to be covered for, the terms was: 
'IT2' 0.0022 to 0.017 
'1T5 ·' 1.00 to 1.17 
'1T 6, 0.00036 ~o 0.0035 
1r4, 0 to 12,000, 
The results from "calibration of air flow rate" were used to 
evaluate the r,elationship of ,the prediction equation for the air 




TREATME.!lT SCHEDULE FOR GRAIN DRYING EXPERIMENTS 
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Exp~rimental Equipment and Instrumentation 
Miniatu+e Model Bi11s 
The equipment . used i-n the· experiments (with the miniature model 
-bins will be listed under the headings of Calibration of Air Flow Rate 
and Grain Drying Experiments• 
The equi1;>ment and instrumentation set up for cali\)ra-tion of air 
' ' 
flow rate through the grain is shown in Figure 3-3. The component 
parts were, 
1. Taruc for compressed ~ir. 
2. -Scales to weigh ~ir tanlc. Toledo Balance ,cales, Seri~l 
No-. 882309, Model 403~-:Y, 0 to 5 __ J~ capacity. 
3. Air line hookup from. air tank to plenum chamber consisting 
ofs flexible air hose, air pipeline, valve, and pressure 
regulator. 
4. Plenum chamber. 
5. Pressure. inclined manometer and pressure micromano~ter. 
The i~clined manometer was a Meriam dr,ft gauge, Se~ial 
No. F-4, Model B-627, Type GP-4, single tube, pressure 
range of Oto 2 inches water in 0.01 inch increments. The 
micromanometer was a Dwyer hook gauge manometer, Model 1420, 
p:i:-essure range of O to 2 inches of water with smallest_ 
division of 0.001. 
6. Stop watch •. 
7. Model bins filled.with gr4in. Details.of the bins are 
. 
included in the grain drying experiments. 
-·, 
8. Air wet and dry bulb temperature measuring psychrometer for 
ambient atr before 'J:?eing comP,ressed.. A Ft'iez hand-aspirated 
FIGURE 3-3 Equipment and i ns t rumentation 
for calibration of air flow Eate 
FIGURE 3-3 ( continued) 
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psychrometer, Model;HA-2 • 
. 9. Air dry bulb temperature th,n,ioco,uple and indi_cator for air 
in plenuin chamber.. A Brown Electronil:< single point temp.er-
ature recording potEliQtiometer, Seria.l No. 605641, Model 
' ' . ' 
152xl3P-x-ll for .iron constantan thermocouples, 0 to 200 ·F. 
I .. ,, 
10. ..Air CC:)IDpressor for 1chargi,ng air tankj.• · 
11. Barometer. A Cenc.o metcurial barometer~ Catalog No. 76878. 
, 
The equipment and instrumentation. u.sed :in the grain drying 
;"- . •' 
experiments are shown in Figure 3-4. . l'or··:the drying experimerlta, the · 
I 
plenum chamber was moved from the shelf, as used in the-air flow 
calibration experiments, down to a platform near the floor so the 
i'.'i 
scales could be mounted above the exhaus,t pott_,of the plenul!l c;:,hamber. 
The three miniature model. bins with cross-flow confi.gurations . . ~ 
I . ,, 
were built.of. clear lucite plexiglass according to Figure 3-5. 
Figure 3-6 is a photograph of the three miniature model bins. The 
. ,. 
bins were covered with two inch thick insulation and a cover of 
polyethylene. plastic film waas sealed around the insulation, as shown . . .. 
in Figure 3-7 ,· in order to minimize error in change f:>f weight pf the 
bins during the.experi,nent due to the hygroscopic properties of .the 
inf:!ulation around the bins. 
The model bins were $8~ in place on a cradle which was attached 
to' th.e scales at the top of the cradle and to a £ lexible tube 
connecting the bottom of the cradle with the exhaust port of .th.e 
plenum chamber. B~?_ ~his al;'rangement, change of grain moisture content 
would be noted by the scale reading. An insulated outer chamber 
surrounded the cradle a~d bin. The flexible tubing coqnecting the 
cradle wi~\t the plenum exllaust port w~s very ~ldn-.. polyethylene 
FIGUF.E 3-4 Equipment and instrumentation used 
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FIGU~ 3-5. Design details of miniature model bins. 
plastic film. The apparatus was sensit.ive to .one gram wh~n the 
< 
extension of the tubing was maintained constant. The cradie inside 
the opened outer chamber is show,n in Figure 3-8, the plas~ic tubing 
connecting the bottom of the cradle with the exhaust pQrt of the 
plenum chamber is blocked,from view by the bottom of the cradle. 
FIGURE 3-6 Three miniature cross-flow model bins 
built of plastic. 
FIGURE 3-7 Miniature model bins with insulation. 
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FIGURE 3-8 Opened outer chamber showing 
cradle on which the bin rests. 
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Figure 3-9 sh:ows a bin in place resting on the rubber gasket on the · 
bottom of the cradle. 
A floating seal was used to cover the top surface of the grain 
when ·the bins were in use so that the seal followed the grain as the 
. grain dried and shra.nk _and prevented short. circuitit1g of ~he 0cross_-
flow, air. The floating seal consisted ._of covering the grain with a 
sheet of th:!.:n •plasti_c film, placing a cone on the film as in Figure 
3-10, _and pouring 'dti~d sand ovei· the cone so that the film was- -
pressed tight againstt the bin wall. -The exp.osed film was then folded 
over the sand so.that the_s~al could slide down the inside of_the bin 
as the grain shrank. 
'. 
The. c,omponent pa,rts of the drying set up were: 
1. Dehumidi.fier. -A Coldspot automatic dehumidifier, Serial '. 
No. lC369050, Model 106.614150. 
2. - Humidifier. A pan of water setting over· an electric heating 
element w~th variable heat controller. 
3. Air supply b,lower. · A Fasco centrifugal blower, Serial 
No. 50748, Model Jll8, 100 cfm capacity at free delivery 
and 0.8 inch water cutoff pressure. 
4. Plenum chamber with _internal electrical heating elements and 
controls for-the ·heater. The controller was a Brown Electronik 
temperature indicator and controller, Serial No. 561940, Model 
105C4p22 for iron•constantan thermocouple sensing elements. 
S~e wiring.~ir~u~t in Figure,3-11. 
5. Cradle on which .. to · suspend bins from weigh;ing _scales •. 
6. Weighing sc•les. _ Same as component part No. 2 in calibratiC>n ---
set up. 
FIGURE 3-9 Opened outer chamber showing a 
bin in place. 
FIGURE 3-10 Cone and pl astic film of flo 8ting 
seal used on miniature model bin. 
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,11 110 V. A.C. 6~ C_ycle Source 
-----ip,..+.__.. Temperatu~w--------
-~ .......... controller 
Variable 
< Trc;msf or mer 
FIGURE 3-11. Electrical wiring circuit for heating elements in 
plenum chamber and in outer chamber. 
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7. Insulated outer chamber, around bin and cradle, with a built-
in 500 watt heating element and variable heater control. See 
wiring circuit in Figure 3-11. 
8. Model bins as described above and floating seal to cover 
exposed grain when bin is in place on cradle. 
9. Inclined manometer and hook gauge for chamber pressure. 
Same as component part No. 5 of calibration set up. 
10. Temperature thermocouples and indicating instrument for 
measuring temperature of: · 
ambient air - wet and dry bulb; 
air entering grain - dry bulb; and 
exhaust air from bin - wet and dry bulb. 
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A Brown Electronik 48 point indicating potentiometer for iron-
constantan thermocouple sensing elements, Serial No. 553140, 
Model 156 65Ps48, 0 to 300 F. 
11. Grain supply contained in plastic film bags which were kept 
inside a refrigerated cold storage chest.· The grain was "Kaw" 
variety hard red winter wh~at of the ~961 harvest in a natural 
state of varying moisture contents from 21 per cent to 16 per 
cent, drybas~s. 
12. Drying oven and weighing scales for determining initial grain 
moistur·e cc;,n'tent. The oven was a Precision Scientific Co,, 
Serial No. 130~380, 800 watts.with a temperature controller 
with 1 F sensitivity. The ·scales were Torsion Balance, Serial . ·, ' ,, 
.No. 42479, Model IL-6, 2 kg capacity'with 0.1 gm.divisions, 
13. Instrument bench vibrator. A 1/4 hp electric motor was used. 
' ' 
as a bench vibrator to give increased sensitivity to the dial 
instruments, 
14, < Blower to circulate air around bin· inside outer insulated 
chamber. 
15. Timing watch. 
16. Bar9meter. Component part No. 11 of calibration set up. 
17. Therometer to measure initial temperature of bins and grain. 
A Taylor liquid in glass thermometer Model 208, 0 to 120 F 
with 1 F divisions. 
Two-foot Diameter Model Bins 
The two-foot diameter.model bins were built on a length scale of 
1/10 that of a hypothesized prdtotype 20 foot diameter by 100 foot 
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tali· exce-pt the height of . the models was further :Feduced. · The model 
bins had inside dimensions of two•footdiameter·by £.our-foot high and 
were built according to the plans of P'i~re 3-12. The test section, 
from which moisture content samples were taken; was the two·f~ot depth 
of grain located one foot from either en~,, see Figure 3-13. The test 
section of grain was thought to b.e 1:epresentative of a unit depth of 
grain anywhere in the prototype except near the top or bottom due 
to en!! effects and except fa,r the effect of grain c'?lllpaction wh~_ch 
might occur in the proto,type. 
The vertical ducts for air circulation across the bins extended 
six inches above and below the test section but lacked six inches of 
reaching the top or bottom of the bins. With this arrangement and by 
maintaining the bins in an almost full condition, it was believed· that 
end effects and short circuiting of air, not passing through the full 
cr·oss-flow path, were minimized. 
The model bins _bad remova~le lids which were removed for filling, 
emptying, and for sa,mpling the grain. A sampling clid was prepared 
with holes in it for taking samples of grain at desired positions 
using a miniature grain trier. 
The air inlet, air exhaust, and bisector radials of each bin were 
designated as shown in Figures 3-14, 3-15, ~nd 3-16. Positions 1, 2,-
and 3 were for samples from an air inlet radial; 4, 5, and 6 were from, 
an air exhaust radial; 7, 8, and 9 were from a bisector radial; 10 was 
. in the centet' of the bin; and 11, 12, and 13 were positi.ons in the 
extra radials of.bin type I. All these positions are also shown in 
Figures 3•14, 3·15, and 3-16 and £ram these figures it can be noticed 
that positions 1, 4, and 7 (of the radials except the extra radials of 
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FIGURE .3-12, Design details of two-foot diameter model bins. 
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FIGURE 3-14. Designation of radials and sampling positions, 
two.:..foot ,diameter bin type I. 
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Radials 
Inlet Exhaust Bisector 
A C B, D 
E G F, H 
E 




FIGURE 3•15. Designation of radials and sampling positions, 
two-foot -diameter bin ty_pe II. 
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FIGURE 3·16. Designation of radials and sampling positions, 
two-foot diameter bin type III. 
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bin type I) are located at the mid-area of an outer concentric area. 
Also, positions 2, 5, and 8 are at mid.-area of another concentric area, 
and positions 3, 6, .and 9 are at mid-area of a third concentric area. 
These three areas .are equal but the inner are.a which contains position 
10 is oniy 1/3 as large as each of the three concentric eq~al areas. 
The above position.layouts ·W~re for convenience in sampling the grain 
during the drying experiments. 
An overall view of the three model bins ab.d equipment is shown in 
Figure 3-17. Each model bin had an individual air plower, transition 
duct from blower to air straightening tube, air straightening tube in 
which to measure air flow rate, and inlet air and e.xhaust air manifolds. 
and vertica~ plenum chambers s?aced around the bin as required. 
The blowers were Lau 7 inch wheel blowers with built~in motors. 
Capacity of the blowers was 725 cfm against a static pressure of l/4 
inch of water, operating from 115 volts 60 cycle a-c electrical source. 
The air straightening tubes were 4 inch diameter alu~inum tubes 
designed to meet diameter and length Specifications required of a tube 
in which to measure air flow rate with a standard pitot-static tube. (2). 
. ' . 
Air supply and exhaust manifolds and·ducts were required on bins II 
and III as shown in Figures 3-18 and 3-19 respectively. ; .The manifold 
. air branching pieces were. galvanized metal of t.he ;s~e size diameter 
as were the straightening tubes. Flexible ducts fabricated of 6 mil 
vinyl plaE!tic film were used to connect the branching pieces .. to the 
. . ' ~ ' . 
vertical pl~num chambers ?n the bins. Coiied wire shape maintainers 
were installed inside the plastic filmducts. 
The .other component parts of the experimental set up were: 
l. Pitot-static tub.e and manom~ter for measurement of.air 
FIGURE 3-17 Two-foot diameter model 
bins and equipment. Front wind barrier 
removed, backdr0p in rear of shed. 
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FIGURE 3-18 Air supply and exhaust 
manifolds md ducts of bin type II . 
FIGURE 3-19 Air supply and exhaust 
manifolds and ducts of bin type III. 
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velocity and static pressures. The pitot-static tube was a 
Dwyer 5./16 inch diameter standar.d tube, 12 inches insertion 
length. The manometer, Figure 3-20, was shop built using 
alcohol with a specific gravity of 0.792 at standard tempera-
tures and pressure and could be read to 0.001 inches of alcohol. 
2. Thermohumidgraph for continuously recording ambient air 
temperature and relative humidity, Bristol, Serial No. F40691H. 
3. Esterline-Angus recording watt-hour meter for recording blower 
operation time, Serial No. 111,100. 
4. An upper limit air humidity .switch which allowed the blowers 
to operfJ,te only when the ambient air humidit;y was below that 
of the. switch setting. Minneapolis-Honeywell humidifier 
control. type H44B. 
5. Potentiometer calibration ln F for. use with an iron-co.nstantan 
tllermocouple junction for measuring temper.ature of air entering 
the grain and intergranular temperat;ures. Leeds and Northup, 
Serial No. 1157089. 
6. Static pressure probe used wit.h manometer listed in l above 
for measuring intergranular static pressure. The probe was 
built as in Figure 3-21. 
7. Miniature grain trier, probe, for removing samples of grain 
for determining grain moisture conents. Seedburo bag trier, 
30 inches long and 1/2 inch outside diameter. The trier was 
slightly modified in length to sample from the middle two-foot 
depth of the bins. Iron-constantan thermocouple leads were 
attached to the trier for taking intergranular temferatures 
mentioned in 5 above. 
FIGURE 3-20 Manometer and pitot-
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FIGURE.3•21. Probe for measuring,intergranular pressures 
in two-foot diameter bins. 
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8. Drying oven in which to dry the grain samples to determine 
grain moisture content. The oven was modified to include 
forced air circulation and an automatic temperature controller 
. . ' 
which maintained the temperature within 2 F of the set point. 
The oven basic unit was a Precision Scientific Co., 800 watts, 
ll,S volts, 60 cycle, Serial No. 130-380. 
9. Scales to weigh samples of grain. Torsion Balance Style IL-6, 
Serial No. 42479, with 0.1 gram smallest scale division. 
10, Hand aspirated Friez psychrometer for measuring ambient air 
and exhaust air wet and dry bulb temperatures. 
11. Mercurial barometer, Cenco, Catalog No. 76878. 
12. Air tight cans in which to briefly store and transport the 
grain samples to the weighing scales. 
The two-foot diameter bins and equipment were set up in a shed 
with open front and back except that a three-foot high wind barrier was 
installed on front and back of the twelve-by-fourteen foot building to 
prevent wind from blowing directly on the blowers. The shed was 
orientated east and west with the bins aligned along the south side of 
the shed floor. 
Due to the limited electrical current which can be carried by the 
recording watt-hour meter, the meter was connected to only one of the 
blowers, blower No. III. All three blowers were in series with the 
power relay which was controiled by the upper limit humidity switch. 
Thus, when the ambient air relative humidity was below the switch 
setting, the relay supplied power to the blowers simultaneously and 
blower No. III furnished a record of operating time of all three 
blowers through the recording watt-hour meter. The electrical circuit 
is shown in Figure 3-22. 
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FIGURE 3•22. Electrical wiring circuit for instruments and. 




Miniature Model Bins 
The three miniature model bins, approximately six inches in 
diameter by twelve inches tall, having cross=flow configurations 
discussed in Chapter III under the heading, Experimental Equipment, 
were used one'at a time in an indoor laboratory for drying of nKaw0 
variety wheat. 
The experimental procedure will be discussed under the h~adings 
of Air Circulation System and Thermal Drying System. 
Air Circulation System 
The equipment of Figure 3=3 was calibrated for air leakage rate 
with the plenum chamber exhaust port blocked. Then the port was 
opened and calibration of flow rate through the grain was made with 
a bin of grain in place over the exhaust port. 
An air tanlc charged with compressed air was used as the air 
supply for determining the rate of air leakage from the plenum. 
chamber at varying chamber static pressures. The general procedure 
was to adjust the pressure ·~egulator to maintain a desired pressure 
in the .. chamber. The initial gross weig~t of the charged air tank 
and the starting time for each run were noted and after an experi-
mental run, the gross weight·o:f: the· air. tank and the time were again 
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noted, The difference between the initi.al and final weights of the 
air tank gave the weight of moist air expended during the elapsed 
period Qf time. The chamber pressure was initially set by noting the 
reading of the inclined manometer. A more precise reading was taken 
from the micromanometer and the pressure regulator was adjusted if 
necessary. 
Ambient air conditions were determined by measuring wet and dry 
bulb temperatures with a hand aspirated psychrometer before the air 
was compressed in an air compressor from which the air tank was 
periodically charged. Air moisture properties entering the ch~mber .· 
were corrected from ambient air conditions due to some moisture being 
condensed from the air in the compressor. 
The range of. pressure used in the leakage calibration was 
0.10 to 1,00 inches of water. The runs were of 10 to 15 minutes 
duration and the air tank was recharged between runs to approximately 
140 psi pressure, 
The calibration of flow rate through the grain was similar to 
that used in calibration of the chamber for air leakage except the air 
.outlet was not blocked and a bin filled with grain was in place over 
the exhaust port. Experimental runs of air flow rate through the 
grain were made as follows for the three bin types: 
Bin type I- range of pressure from 0,02 to 0.2 inches water in 
0,02 inch increments, 
Bin type II- range of pressure from 0.01 to 0.07 inches .water 
in 0,01 inch increments. 
Bin type Ill - range of pressure from O .01 to O ,06 inches water 
in 0.01 inch increments. 
The above pressure ranges represent a range of flow rate from 
approximately 3 cfm per cu ft to approximately 25 cfm per cu ft. 
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The air tank would supply air at the above pressures for one to 
three minutes when initially charged to 140 psi pressure~·. 
Thermal Drying System 
The procedure followed in the drying experiments using the 
miniature model bins and equipment shown in Figure 3-4 will be 
presented in tHis section. In general, the procedure consisted of 
placing a bin of grain in the cradle over the plenum chamber exhaust 
port and forcing heated air through the grain. Moisture removed from 
the grain was reflected by a change of gross weight of the bin as 
shown by the weighing scale indicator. Control was exercis~d over: 
temperature, humidity, and flow rate of the air entering the bin; 
initial grain moisture content and grain temperature; initial temper-
ature of the bin; and temperature of the air around the bin. 
Detailed procedure will be listed as: A. Pre-run procedure; 
B. During run procedure; and c. Post;,,run procedure. 
A. Pre=run procedure 
1. Instruments and equipment 
a. Zero ma~9meter and micromanometer. 
b. Plenum chamber exhaust port about 90 per cent closed. 
c. Switch on plenum chamber blower. Monenfarily sw~tch 
blower off when bin of grain is placed on cradle, see 
2=e br,;low. 
d. Switch on instrument bench vibrator. 
e. Set plenum heater controls for desired temperature. 
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B, Procedure during run 
1. Switch on plenum chamber blower, simultaneously starting 
timing watch. 
2. Check scales from which bin is suspe,nded. Add counter 
weights as necessary to bring and maintain dial reading 
about midscale. 
3, Check plenum chamber static pressure from manometer and 
adjust blower output for approximate desired pressure. 
Refine adjustment from reading of micromanometer. 
4. Take :Lnitial, reading of: 
a. Gross weight of bin. 
b. Ambient air wet and dry bulb temperatur·es. 
c. Dry bulb temperature of air entering bin. 
d. Exhaust air wet and dry bulb temperatures. 
e. Dry bulb temperatures around bin. 
f. Plenum chambe~ pressure from micromanometer. 
5, Make adjustments as necessary to maintain desired 
operating conditions. 
6. Repeat readings of 4 at time intervals as prescribed by 
prearranged treatment schedule. 
C. Post-run procedure 
1. Remove bin from cradle and empty grain._ 
2. Shu_t down equipment as necessary., 
3. Reweigh grain sample in oven after 72 hours of drying 
at 100 C. 
Two=Foot Diameter Model Bins 
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The model bins and equipment shown in Figure 3-17·were used for 
drying grain sorghum, Bybr,id R.S .-610 grain sorghum, dwarf yellow 
' ' 
milo, in the fall of 1960 and Kaw variety hard red winter wheat in 
the summer of 1961. There were some alterations of the experimental 
procedure used f.or drying wheat from the procedure used to dry 
sorghum~ These differences will be pointed out in the folJ,.owing 
d~scussion. 
'.Before each experiment, the bins. and ducts we:r~. cJu!'cked for air 
' : \ 
leakage· by, measuring· the air. flow. rate into arid £tom each bin l!ind · 
comparing i:J:ie re$ults. . T~e inflow· and the outflow rates were 
' 
simultaneously measured with indiyidual .pitot-static tubes. Although 
there was no grain irt the bins during this check, the ends of the 
exh,ust tubes were partially blocked to simulate the resistance to 
flow which would be encountered when the bins contained grain. 
The procedure used during the d,rying experiments will be 
discussed under the following subjec.ts: . A. Filling the bins; 
B. Setting the equipment into operation; c. Measurements periodi-
cally taken; and,D. Sampling the grain for moisture content and 
temperature. 
A. Filling the bins 
1. The bins ,ere filled with grain at the beginning of each 
experi.ment by using a grain ~uger. the discharge- end of 
the auger was suspended at a fixed height above each bin 
successively. By this method, the grain was more 
uniformly distributed and compa~ted than if the grain had 
been scooped or poured in. Each bin h~ld approximately 
10 bushels but a total of 33 bush~ls was needed for each 
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experiment in order to have sufficient ijrain to maintain 
the bins in a full or almost full condition as drying 
progress.ad. 
2. The grain was graded at the beginning and end of each 
experiment l:i;o detect any·. change in grade due to the 
drying pr.ocess and to determine if there was any notice-
able damage to the kernels. 
B. Setting the equipment into operation 
l •. After the grain was placed in each bin at the beginning 
of each experiment, the blower manual shut-off switch 
(see Figure 3-22) was switched on and the upper-limit 
humidity switch set at 45 per cent relative humidity • 
.. ~he recording charts of the watt-hour meter and thel'IIlo-
humidigraph were ~tin operation and maintained with 
paper and ink throughout the experiment. A hand 
aspirated psychrometer was used to periodically check 
.the apibient air temp~rature and humidity reading of the 
thermohumidigraph. 
2. The humidity sensing element of the thermohumidigr:aph 
did not respond correctly to changes in the ambient air 
humidity so calibration graphs were plotted using 
humidity readings as measured by the psychrometer •. These 
'-
graphs are shown in Figures A.-1 and A-2 for the sorghum 
and wheat drying experiments respectively. 
3. Immediately after the blowers were set into operation at 
the beginning of each experiment, an attempt was made to 
achieve eq4al air flow rates to each bin. Since bin 
type I offered the most resistance to air flow, the'full 
output of blower I was ·allowed to flow through bin type I. 
This flow rate was measured using the pitot-static tube 
and manometer. T.h~ other two blowers were then adjusted 
to achieve the same air flow rate as in bin I by exhaust-. 
ing part of their output into the atmosphere~ •( Complete 
equality of air flow rates in each bin was not achieved 
in the experiments due to difficulty in exhausting enough 
air from blowers II and III. 
' " 
C, Measurements periodically taken 
Barometric pressure and ambiient air temperature at 
\ 
batiometer location. \ 
2. Ambient air wet and dry bulb temperatures. 
3. Pressure measurements using pitot-static tubes-in· air 
straightening tubes from which to compute air flow rate 
to each bin, 
4, Exhaust air wet and dry bulb temperatures. 
5, Temperature of air in air straightening tubes. It was 
assumed that this was equal to the temperature of the 
air entering the grain, 
The above measurements were taken often enough so that 
(.)' 
a reliable average of each measurement could be determined 
for each run except 4 above. Exhaust air wet and dry bulb 
temperatures were taken only just before switching off the 
blowers for end of run grain samplings when a complete set 
of the above measurements were taken. 
D. Sampling the grain for moisture content and temperaturet 
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1. When the blowers had operated the desired length of time 
for each run, the blower manual shut-off switch was ·, 
switcl)~d off and grain mohture samples and temperature 
measurements were taken as .~xpl,ained ·i-n the following 
discussion for · one of the bins. ·· 
2. The bin lid was removed and the sampling lid placed on 
the bin. The marked radial on the sampling lid was 
aligned with an inlet radial of the bin according to a 
prearranged random schedule.of sampling radials. Only 
one inlet radial, one exhaust radial, and one bisector 
radial was sampled'except for the wheat. eXJ>eriment in 
which two extra radials were sampled in bin type I. 
3. The thermocouple leads qf the cable attached to the grain 
trier were co_nnected to the potentiometer· and tbe 
potentiometer adjusted according to s~lf-cpntained; 
ins,t.tuctions. 
4. The grain trhr was then inseri;:ed into the grain through 
the desired position ho.lea in the sampling lid and a· 
sample of grain taken into the trier. The grain e~tering 
the trier w,as frQm th,e test section, vertical middle two 
feet. of the bin. The trier was t;}:len withdrawn one foot 
.and a temperature measurement taken of the.grain inter-
space .at the vertical midpoint in .the bin for the 
positipn being sampled, Figure 4-1. From previous trial 
experiments, it had.been found that the equipment could 
FIGURE 4-1 Sampling lid, gr ain trier, 
potentiometer, and gr ain s ample containers. 
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not detect a vertical temperature gradient in the grain 
so the temperatures were subsequently taken at mi<ipoint 
only. · The trier was withdrawn from the bin and the 
samples of grain, approximately 34 grams, were emptied 
into a proper~y designated can and an air-tight lid 
placed on the can. 
5. The other positions of the bin were sampled as above and 
the sampling lid was removf:1d from the bin. Fresp grain 
was added to the bin to fill the space which resulted 
from grain shrinkage. Then the bin lid was reinstalled 
on the bin. 
6. - The other two bins were sampled as explained for the 
above menti.oned bin. Ten samples were taken from each 
bin at the end of each run during the sorghum experi-
ment and two additional samples from bin type I were 
taken during the wheat e:xper,iment. The extra samples 
from b.in, type I were for more adequate grain moisture 
and temperature gradient information and were not used 
in calculating ~verage grain moisture. 
7. After sampling, the equipment was retul,'.'ned to ope-raHon 
and the g;rain samples, contained in the air tight cans, 
were transported to a labor:atory where the samples were 
weighed to the nearest half-tenth of a gram on Torsion 
Balance scales. The samples, wi~h lids removed from the 
cans, were placed inside th'e drying oven where they were 
dried for 72 hours at 100 C. The samples were then 
reweighed so that the moisture content of each sample 
74 
could be computed. 
During the wheat drying experiment, some grain moisture 
content and temperature measurements were taken after the 
blowers had been inoperative for a few hours subsequent to 
taking samples at the end of a run. The measurements were 
taken in the same positions that some of the end of run 
samples were U1ken in order to determine redistribution of 
grain moisture and temperature. 
The static pressure measurements were taken of the bin horizontal 
cross sections at the end of the grain drying experiments. The 
pressure was taken using the manometer with the pressure probe 
inserted to the v.ertical midpoint of positions on the sampling lid 
for all radials of each bin and for the extra radials of bin type I. 
By using the procedure for the drying experiments in the two-
foot diameter bins~ !RfGrma tion was obtained· whereby total or average 
drying effect could be evaluated as well as moisture content and 
pressure gradients across the bins. 
CHAPTER V 
ANALYSIS or GRAIN HYGROSCOPICIT~ DATA 
The equilibrium moisture.properties for hard red winter wheat in 
the desorptive phase needed· to be defined in order to evaluate c.ertain 
properties of the thermal drying system. Much of the equilibrium 
moisture data in widespread use is·for the adsorptiyephase which does 
not seem appropriate for.drying applications. Alsq; there is 
considerable v:ariation in the data resulting from using equilibrium 
' 
.. 
moisture equations pr~sently_available and actual eql;iilibrium data _for 
various temperatures as is il~ustrated in Figure 5'1'1 for the 77 F 
isotherm. 
A search th-rough- technical literature revealed sets.of wheat 
' 
desorption data-for eight temperature~ ranging from 50 to 176 F. The 
data resulted from research projects in England, Germany, Canada, and 
the United States_. The 1:lt11J;e. are listed in Table V along with source 
inf o'Pli.ation of the data. The· data included several varieties of wheat 
but it was predominantly hard red.winter and hard red spring wheat. 
The sigmoid shape bf the hygroscopicity isotherms as well as the 
te,perature effect can be-noted fr(l)m Figurca 5.:.2 which shows plots of 
a · typica_l or average set. of· equilibrium data from each of the eight 
-temperatures covered by.the 4,ata of ?ijbte v. 
An e,q,ression relating equilibrium moisture content,_ air rell:!-tive 










































Equation ( 18) 
Haynes' Equation (17) 
0 Doto By Becker And Sollons (6) 
~ Doto By Hubbard And Others (20) 
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
Relative Humidity, % 




iii'HEAT DESORPTION HYGROSCOPICITY DATA 
DATA TEMP EQUILIBRIUM REIATIVE DATA TEMP EQUILIBRIUM l!BLATIVE DATA TEMP EQUILIBRIIJl,I RELATIVE 
SET F MOISTURE HlJlollDITY SET F MOISTURE HUMIDITY SET F MOISTURE HUMIDITY 
NO. % DRY BASIS %. NO. 7. ORY BASIS % NO, % .DRY BASIS % 
5 ll 1.1 10, 9 T1 6, 77 12,0 16 86 6,47 11,8 
12,0 30, 9,05 22,6 8,65 22,0 
15..3 50, 10,79 33,2 l O, '+4 
32,8 
18,0 70, 12,51 . 43, 8 12, 22. 43,5 
2 0, 5 80, 14,76 57,0 14,23 56,3 
16,55 66,0 15,85 64,6 
50 8,1 10, 18,34 75,8 17,81 75,6 
11,7 30, 
17 95 6,09 11,7 14,2 50, 10 86 6,61 11,8 
16,7 70, 8,93 22,0 7,98 21, 0 
19,6 80, 10,74 '.l 2, 8 9,84 32,5 
12,44 43,5 11,84 43,4 
3 50 7,3 1 (). 14 •. ,,6 56,3 13,07 54,6 
11,9 30, 16;25 64,6 14,48 63,2 
15 •. 2 50, 18,37 75,6 
16,81 75,5 
16,7 70, 
18 95 5,80 11,7 1-,9, 9 80, 11 86 6 ,13 11, 8 
8,30 2210 7,64 21,0 
4 68 7,2 10, 10,10 32,8 9,46 32,5 
11 ,1 30, 11, 81 43,5 11 , 2-2 43,4 
14,3 50, 13,87 56,3 12,93 54., 6 
19,7 so, 15,39 64,6 14,30 63,2 
17,47 75,6 16,32 75,5 
68 5,9 10, 104· 7,5 20, 12 86 6, 55 11,8 19 4,6 10, 
9,0 30, 8,89 22,0 
6, 5 ' 20, 
10,7 40, 10,68 32,8 8,0 
·30, 
12,2 50, 12,35 43,5 9,5 
40, 
13,8 60, 14,00 56,3 11,0 50, 
15,6 70, 15, 15 64,6 12,5 
60", 
17,6 80, 17, 22 75,6 llt • 2 
70, 
16,5 80, 
6 77 4,21 4,5 13 86 6, 3.6 11, 8 
6,02 9,0 8,73 22,0 20 122 4, 71 12,7 
6, 46 11 tl 10,57 32,8 6,09 20,6 
" 8, 30 20 '· 3 12,42 43,5 6,98 28,6 
10,68 32,8 14,11, 5(,,3 9,07 39, 
13,95 52,0 15 ,A9 64,6 
16,60 68,3 16,99 75,6 21 176 2, 5 10, 
18,52- 74,7 3,8 20, 
lit 86 6,52 11,8 5,0 30, 
77 't, 01 12,0. 9 ,12 22,0 6,0 40, 
9,36. 22,6 10,66 32,8 7,2 50, 
10,98 33,2 12, 38 .43, 5 8,7 60, 
12, 68 . 43,8 14,39 56,3 10 1s 70; 
15,04 57,0 16. ro 64,6 p,o 80, 
16,73 66,0 18,09 75,6 
18,74 .75, 8 
15 86 6,44 11, 8 
8 77 6,53 12 ,'o 8., 75 . 2 2. 0 
8,77 2216 10,50 32,8 
10.,45 ,33, 2 12 ,15 43,5 
12,18 43,8 l 't, 16 56,3 
14, ,,o s1;0 lS,85 64,6 
15,86 66,0 17,90 75 ,6. 
18,05 75,8 
TABLE V (continued) 






















RESEARCHER AND COUNTRY 




Pichler (28), Germany 
Becker and Sallans (6), Canada 












Pichler (28), Germany 
Becker and Sallans (6)., Canada 
Pichler (28), Germany 
* Ha.rd Red Spring 

























KIND OF WHEAT 
Weak, White English 
Medium, Plate 
Strong, No. 3 Pacific Manitoba 
Weak, White English 
Unknown 
Thatcher, Western Canadian* 
Elgin Soft White 
Stewart, Durum 
Pawnee** 






















a T = 77 F 
A T = 95 F . 
-~ T=86 F 
m T = 122 F 
O.IL-----'-........,JL--L.-.1---L:.-1.....11----___.-_....___ 
3.0 10 20 30 
Me , % Dry Basis . 
FIGURE 5-3. Typical isothe~s illustrating the 
straight line r~lationship of equation s~2. 
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each temperature level were evaluated by simultaneous solutions of 
the equation using appropriate sets of equilibrium data from Table v. 
The best fit for each temperature level was obtained by a method of 
least squares as computed by an IBM-650 electronic computer using part 
of the program in Table A-]. The Y intercepts and regression coef-
ficients so obtained are listed in Table VI, 
A definite trend between the Y intercept and te~perature and 
between the regression coefficient and temperature was noticed, so 
these properties were plotted versus temperature as shown in Figures 
I 
5-4 and 5•5 respectively. The piots of Figures 5-4 and 5-5 appeared 
as straight lines on log-log paper so the' form of the relationships 
was: 
or log a= log P1+P2log T, 5-4 
and 
or log b = log· P3+P4log T, 5-5 
T, temperature F, was used in the above equations. Absolute temper-
atures could have been used but would have resulted in an extreme 
-75 value of Pi, in the order of 10 • Equations 5-4 and 5-5 were linear 
in the logarithmic form so the method of least squares was used to 
evaluate the respective Y intercep~~ and regression coefficients, 
An IBM=650 electronic computer and the rest of the program of.Table 
A·<!Y' was utilized to c.ompute the following values: 












Y INTERCEPTS AND REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 
OF EQUATION 5-2 FOR EIGHT 
TEMPERATURE LEVELS 
Y intercept, Regression coef, 
. a b 

















C>. 0 00 2 L-...--L..-...L-...L-..L.-L...L-L...-,---.-...;.._-&__ 
30 50 100 200 
Temperature, F 
FIGURE 5-4. Plot of Y intercept of equation 
5-2 versus temperature. 
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4.0 

















FIGURE 5-5. Plots of regress'ion coefficients of 
equation 5-2 versus t~mperature. 
P2 = 3.37,18 
P3 = 14.863 
P4 = -0 .41733 
85 
A modified form of Henderson's equation was .thus obtained of the 
form~ 
1-rh 
in which rh = air relative humidity, decimal 
e = 2. 718 · • • 
T = air and grain temperature, F 
Me= wheat desorptive equilibrium moisture content, 
per cent dry basis,;,, 
P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 , constants evaluated as listed above. 
5-6 
86 
Equation 5-6 was used to evaluate rh corresponding to a level of T 
for a range of Me. These computations were performed using the IBM-650 
electronic computer. The results of these computations were used to 
i 
plot Me versus rh for a range of temperatures·from 30 F to 180 Fin 
increments of 5 Fas illustrated in Figure 5-6 for six isotherms. 
The plots of Figure 5-6 reveal that the equilibrium moisture 
content increases asymptotically as the relative humidity approaches 
100%. This increase of equilibrium moisture content does not appear 
to be in agreement with the physical phenomenon .as shown in Figure 5-7 
in which each isotherm has a .definite maximum value of equilibrium 
moisture content at a relative humidity of 100%. (28). 
Values of the maximum equilibrium moisture content, (Me>max' for 
an isotherm were approximated from the plots of Figure 5-8 which sh9W 
(Me>max for several levels of relative humidity from data in T~ble v. 
Linear regression analysis of the data of Figure 5-8 transfqrmed into 
logarithmic form resulted in the following: 
Regression Correlation 
rh Y intercept Coefficient Coefficient, r 
0.30 4.953xl010 -4.270 -0.952 
0.50 4 .49lxl0 8 -3.489 -0.988 
o. 70 2.478xl0 5 -2.265 -0.947 
The plot for (Me) max for rh = l was drawn using the thr~e values of 
Figure 5-7 and the linear trend of the slopes, regression coefficients, 
of the 0.30, 0.50, and 0.70 rh plots of Figure 5-8. The slope of 
(Me>max for rh = 1.0 was estimated as -1.33. 
The plots of equilibrium moisture versus relative humidity using 
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Air Relative Humidity, Decimal 






>,, 0.30 ... 
Q .. 
0.25 -C: Q) -C: 
0 0.20 <..:) 
Q) 
0.15 ... ::, -en 
0 0.10 :e 
0.05 
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0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
Relative Humidity 
FIGURE 5~ 7. Wh7a~ desorption isotherms showing maximum 
value of equilibrium grain moisture content, dry basis 
as a decimal. 
88 
1.0 
end by drawing a smooth curve trom rh = 0.70 to (Me>max as shown for 
a few of the isotherms in Fligure 5-9. 
I ' I 
Values were t~keq from. these 
altered isotherm plots fo:r relative'humidityand temperature corres.: 
ponding to constant equilib,rium moisture contents a~ listed in Table 
VI!. The values from Table VII were used to plot constant equilibrium 
wheat moisture content lines superimposed upon a psydhrometric chart,, 
Figure 5~10. Figure 5-10 was us,ed to faciiitate wheat drying analyses. 
It would seem that a more apprqpriate.reiationship of equilibrium 
moisture content th.an that expressed by equation 5-6 could be 
developed since the equation is dimensionally non-homogeneous and not 
in accordance with the physical situation in the range of relativ,e 
humidities above about 70 per cent. 
A form of a dimensionally homogeneous equation for an isotherm 
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FIGURE 5--8 •. Plots of maximu~ equilibrit1;m 
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o 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
Air Relative Humidity, Decimal· 
FIGURE .5-9. Plot~ o.£ computed equilibriu~ ~oisture 
( • . { ',I ' _".. , ' ,, ' '. • : .. , . ' ' . ' 
iso~nerms for,wheat a1t~red on upper end to go through 
· estima,ted OJe>max·' . · . ' . . 
TABLE VII 
AIR RELATIVE HUMIDITY, DECIMAL 
Wheat Temper at u r.e , F 
Moist.ure 
Cont,ent % 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100 105 110 115 120 
drv basis 
I 
10.0 0.244 0.258 0.273 0.289 0.306 0.323 0.341 0.360 0.378 0.397 0.417 0.436 0.456 
11.0 0.296 0.320 0.326 0.348 0.370 0 .383 .· O .405 0.410 0.432 0.460 0.475 0.495 0.519 
12.0 0.366 0.381 0.398 Q.414 0.431 0.450 0.468 0.487 o.507 0.526 0.546 0.565 0.585 
13.0 0.421 0.442 0.450 0.4}5 0.500 0.512 0.530 0.540 0.560 0.590 0.604 0.620. 0.634 
14.0 0.500 0.511 0.526 0.541 0.557 0.575 0.592 0.610 0.628 o._646 0.664 0.681 o.699 
15.0 o.557 o.562 0.580 0~600 0.610 0.630 0.645 0.656 0.672 0.700 0.712 o. 725 0.745 
.• 
,1 
16-.0 o.628 0.637 0.648 0.661 0.674 0.688 0.695 0.710 0.730 0 .. 740 0.753 0.765 0.780 
17 .. 0 0 .. 6-10 0.676 0.692 0.110 . 0.715 o. 732 0.742 0.753 o. 770 o. 780 0.787 0.800 0.813 
18.0 0.738 0.732 0.740 0.753 0.757 0.770 0.780 o. 790 0.802 0.810 0.818 0.827 0.841 
19.0 0.776 0.772 0 .• 180 0.790 o. 792 0.803 0.823 0.820 0.832 0.840 0.845 0.865 0.867 
20.0 0.808 0.810 0.812 0.820 0.823 0.8,33 0.842 0.850 0.860 0.865 0.869 0.878 0.889 
21.0 o.837 0.838 0.841 o •. sso 0.850 0.859 0.866 0.873 o.882 0.887 0.891 0.900 0.908 
22.0 0.864 0.865 0.868 0.874 0.875 0.882 0.890 0.896 0.903 0.906 0.910 0.918 0.926 \0 .... 
150 
FIGURE 5= 10. · Wheat equilibrium moisture content·· lines superimposed 













in which Me = equilibrium moisture content, dry basis as a 
decimal. 
(Me>max a equilibrium moisture content at 100% relative 
humidity 
rh = relative humidity, decimal. 
5-7 
Preliminary investigation revealed that (Me>max and c3 appear to 
be functions of H/RT of the power form so that equation 5-7 can 
probably be written asi 
5-8 
in which H = average heat of adsorption, cal per mole 
R a uniyeral gas constant 
T = air and grain temperature, F abs 
ki = constants. 
Becker and Sa.Hans (6) list some limited data of values of H for wheat. 
A satisfactory method of evaluating the cQnstants of equation 5-8 
was not found although a method of simultaneaous solutions of non-
linear equations was tried extensively using an IBM-650 electronic 
computer. (14). The method was even modified to incorporate Hartley's 
(16) method of convergence. 
CHAPTER VI 
ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
The data discussed are those resulting from the flow rate and 
drying experiments using the miniature model bins and the two=foot 
diameter bins. The data transformed into dimensionless groups, pi 
terms, are listed in Appendix B. 
Symbols and pi terms are defined in Tables II and III. 
Additional definitions are 4isted where required. 
Air Circulation System 
The form of the general equation relating the factors involved 
in the air circulation system was equation 3=2. For the particular 
system of .flow of air through a specified kind of grain in a certain 
cross=flow bin configuration, the equation was reduced to equation 
By this approach~ a separate equation was required for each kind of 
grain and for each cross=flow bin arrangement. 
·1r12 was considered as representative of a Reynolds number_ and 
equation 3=5 was thus a relation between static pressure and Reynolds 
number. The data for calibration of air flow rate through wheat was 
used to evaluate the function of equation 3=5 since a substantial 
91+ 
95 
variation in the range of 1r12 was obtained with the range of pressures 
used in the calibration data. 1r14 was not varied in the procedure, 
but it could not be omitted for the particular system since a geometric 
distortion factor was introduced by the term when considering a model 
and prototype system. 
The calibration data of air flow rate through wheat were trans-
I 
formed into values of 'TT 11 and 1T 12 and plotted as shown in Figures 
6-1, 6-2, and 6-3 for bins type I, II, and III respectively. To 
evaluate 1T 12 , a value of Ne ::: 1/ (32 .2) ( 602) was used. Air absolute 
viscosity was taken from Figure A-3 and converted to the proper time 
units. (10). Air density was corrected for local barometric pressure 
and temperature. The data are listed in Table B-I. 
The data of Figures 6-1, 6-2, and 6-3 plotted as straight lines 
on log-log paper so that a linear regression analysis could be ma-de of 
the ciata in logarithmic form. Results of the regressions including 
correlation coefficients rare included on the figures. 
The equc;1tions included in Figures 6-1, 6-2,.and 6-3 are prediction 
equations for static pressure drop as related to air flow rate for 
wheat, but the equations are limited to the miniature bin systems since 
the function involving 1r14 was not evaluated. The prediction 
equations were extended in scope of application by the following 
analysis for the effect of 71"14 . 
The distortion factor arising from 'IT 14 was characterized by 
c,onsider:lng the miniature bins as the model system and any other bin 




• 1111 =1703 X 10·4 (ff12P· 324 
r=0.999 
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FIGURE 6=1. 71"11 versus W12, air circulation 
system for miniature bin type I. 
o.rn 
0.01 
Tlu: 7.942 X 10"4(fr12 )L213 
r = 0.997 
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FIGURE 6=2. ~li'll versus ru12, air circulation 
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FIGURE 6-3. 'TT'U ver~us 71'12, . air circulation 
system for miniature. l>in' type III. 
D = bin diameter, ft 
subSQfi,p,t:,.,'M = prototype 
i .. 




· The geometrical distortion factor a is defined by Murphy (25) as 
the ratio of a pi term of the model system divided by the corres-, ' . ; 
po~ding pi term·of the prototype system. Since the characteristic 
s.ize of the grain kernel, d, · is the same in model and prototype,· the 
distor~i~n fac~or of 71'14 is: 
., ,, ,, 
': ' 
or a = n. 6-2 
If it i~ hypothesized that th~ unknow11:,. function of ir14 can be 
98 
accounted for by including the distortion factor to the first power, the 
prediction equation including the distortion effect can be written as: 
or 
n1ru = f ( '1Tl2) ' 
B 
U7Tll = A'1T12 6-3 
A and Bare evaluated for each bin type in Figures 6-1, 6-2, and 6-3. 
The distortion effect as presented in equation 6-3 can be visual-
ized by noting that the characteristic grain kernel ·size.with respect 
to the bin size is n times as great in the model as in a prototype. 
which results in a relatively greater resistance offered to air flow 
in the model than in a larger prototype. Therefore, the pressut;'e drop 
in a prototype is only 1/n of the value of that for the mQdel for an 
equal value of '1T12 in mQdel and prototype. 
The two-foot diameter bins were considered a prototype system 
and equation 6-3 checked as listed below •. 
Dp • 2.0 
~ = 0.487 
n = 4.11 · 
'ITU and '1Tl2 from Table B-II. 









To extend the range of. '1T12., it wa.s assumed. t~at resi~tance of 
grain to air flow is appro:dmately Unearly proi;,ortional to ~ength of 
air ttavel·and to ail;" flow rate. This approximation ean be verified 
99 
from Shedd 0s curves (30). for small incre•ents of. air velocity~ A 
limited prediction equation from which to predict pres.sure drop can 
be written as: 
(p/RQa)r2 = f(r/S, r/Y) 
in which p = air pressure drop across bin, lb(r)/ft2 
R = resi,startc·e· of grain to air flow, 
(lbcr)fft)/ft3;air/min 
Y = bi.n height, ·ft. 
Other SYJllbols in Table III. 
or, 6-4 
For a model operated such that (R) p"."(R)M and r, S, and Y of the 
prototype are respectively.equal to nr, nS, and nY of the model, 
equ~tion 6~4 can be reduced tq: 
6-5 
The static pressure and flow rate data for the wheat experiment 
using the two-foot diameter b1ris~ere used as the model system for 
computing predicted pressures in. a twenty-foot diamet~r prototype 
s~stem by using equation 6~5. The pressure and flow rate data from 
the two=foot bins and as predicted by equation 6·5 for a twenty-foot 
diameter bin ~re transformed into values of '17h and 7T12 and plotted 
. ' 
along with the miniature bin data for. wheat in the three type bins, 
Figur~ 6-4. The plot~ of Figure 6·4 appear to·be appropriate for· 
estimating pressure drop in .a prototype syJtem although the data for 
values. of 11'12 beyond.· that--:for · the two-foot diameter bins have not been 
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FIGURE 6-4, Graph for estimating pressur~ dre>p 
in prototype installations. 
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Fo; estimatin~ pressure drop in a prototype system from Figure 
6-4, computations can be facilitated since: 
n = D/0.487 
r = D/4 
thus, n'lTU = (8.214)P 6-6 
in which P =._ static pressure of air entering bin, ft of water. 
For- a de·si:red flow rate in: a drying set up, 1T12 can be computed and by 
referring to the appropriate graph of Figure 6-4, (8.214)P can be read 
I 
from which the pressure drop P can be calculated. Conversely, if Pis 
known; the flow rate can be estimated. 
Data foi; grain sorghum .in the two-foo.t diameter bin, .Table B-Il, 
are also included on Figure ~~4. 
The .internal static pressure distributions for the three cross-
flow co'nfigurations of the two-foot diameter bins are shown in 
, .. 
Figures 6-5 and 6-6 for the sorghum and wheat experiments respectively. 
' 
The pressure distributions were measured near the end of each experi-
.ment using the static prenure probe and sensitive manometer. 
The static p~essure patterns for sorghum and wheat, Figures 6-5 
and 6-6, agree very closely with patterns p.redicted by application of 
. linear potential flow theory to fotced air cir.culation through porous 
material. The pressure midway between the air inlet and exhaust area 
was ab'out half the inlet pressure. &lld s~try ex~sted in the patterns 
between pairs of inlet and exhaust,areas. A·noticeable excep~ion to 
the linear pressure drop pattern occurred for wheat in bin type I, 
Figure ··6°6, as there was considerably more pressure drop in th.e air 
inlet half of ,t1',e bin than ,in the air exhaust 1 half. The pressure 
102 
In 
BIN TYPE I· 
Static 
BIN TYPE II 
Pressure= 0,64 0,39 
Flow.Rate = 2.°98 cfm/cu ft 4.02 
BIN TYPE III 
0,21 
.4 ,10 
FIGURE 6-5. Sta ti~. pr~si;ure distributions, inches wate.r, for grain 
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FIGURE 6=6. Static pressure distributions; inches water, for wheat 





gradients along the bisector radials are evaluated in Figure 6-6. 
Thermal Drying System 
' 
Prediction Equation 
The approach used to formulate a general prediction equation for 
drying wheat in deep cylindrical bins with cross-flow air circulation 
was to develop compGnent equations from the da.ta Qf the treatment 
schedule.followed in the experimental research using the miniature 
model bins. The component equations were, then <;ombined· into a pr,e-
diction equation relating the amount of moisture removed to the factors 
which influenced, the dtying systel!l• Estim,ates of the constants in the 
prediction equation.w~re made from the analy~is of the component 
equations. An electronic computer was ut:1ed ih the final evaluations 
of the constants. After the predicti.on eciuation was formulated, the 
correspondence betw,ee,n observed and calculated was dete.rmined for 
miniature bin data and the data from the two-foot diameter bins for 
wheat. 
The gen~ral form of the. prediction equation was equation 3-1. 
For the particular drying system of forcing air through a specified 
kind of grain in a certain cross-flow bin configuration, equation 3-1 
was reduced to equation 3-4: 
This type of equation would be limited to the above conditions of 
kind of grain and type of·cross-flow bin arrangement, but it would 
be general in nature as concerns the othe,r factors whi.ch are involved 
in. the drying process. By this approach, a separate prediction 
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equation would be required, for each ki~d.of grain and for each bin 
c;:onfig4ration. 
In deve;top.ing the component. equati.ons, ,rl was considered ·to be 
the depertc,lent term and the otber pi te.rms of equations 3-1 were coq-
sidered as the indeJ>endent terms. ,r1 versus each of the other _pi 
terms, one. at a. time, was consid~red 'in the analysis usb1g the data 
of the treatment schedule in which one independent term at a time was 
varied while the other pi.terms were held constant or approximately 
constant. 
Results of the drying experiments ·using the miniature mode.l bins 
were. used to comput,e·the values ·of .the pi, terms -of_equations 3-4 and 
are indexed. in the treatment sc.hedule, Table VIII. Values of the pi 
terms are listed in Tables B•III, B-IV and B-V respectively for bins 
type I., II, and III .for drying .of ,wheat. The values are listed in the 
floating decimal point system which is explained .at the beginning of 
Appendix B. Experiments to.obtain a complete t,reatment schedule using 
. bin type III were not performed. Table IX gives the aver~ge · values 
of several of the quantities :which .matte up the pi terms for each 
experimen~al run for bins type I, II, and Ill • 
. Plots of computed wheat desorption equilibrium moisture data, 
. Figure 5-9, and constant grain mo:l,,.sture cu.rves superimposed upon a 
1 : • 
psychromett'ic chart, Figure 5-10, were used to evaluate ,r2 by the 
method illustrated in Figures 3-1 and 3-2. 
. . . 
For use in computation of some of the pi terms, the following 
values were used: 






























TREATMENT SCHEDULE FOR EXPERIMENTS 
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V AJ.,UE OF SOME OF THE P'AC,TOl\S INVOLVED IN THE 
PI TERMS OF TJni: THERMAL DRYING SYSTEM 
AS USED IN THE MINIATURE MODEL 
BIN EXPERIMENtS 
BIN RUN Te w* Tg Qa (Mg) i TYPE NO.,· 
I 1 559.6 0.00821 504.6 16.35 0.1669 
2 559.6 0.00647 500.6 16.35 0.1933 
3 579 .6 0.00896 516.6 13 .11 0.2048 
4 599.6 0.00823 533.6 13.67 0.1990 
5 619 •. 6 , 0.01167 552.6 13 .95 0 .1976 
6 559.6 0.00844 559.6 16.35 0.1628 
7 559.6 0.00890 535.6 16.35 o·.16·2s 
8 559.6 0.00886 519.6 16.35 0 .1655 
9 559.6 0.00897 491.6 16.35 0.1641, 
10 559.6 ,0 .00944 499.6 16.35 0.1641 
11 559.6 0.00777 -499.6 16.35 0.1641 
12 559.6 0.00714 499.6 16.35 0.1628 
13 559.6 0.00849 499.6 16.35 0.1682 
14 559.6 0.00926 497 .6 16 .• ls 0.1641 
II 15 559.6 0~00848 499.6 17.00 0.1696 
16 559.6 0.005~8 502.6 16.85 0.2048 
17 579 .6 0.00713 516.6 12 .11 0.2041 
18 599.6 0.00593 534.6'· 13.05 0.19.12 
19 619 .6 0.00913 55Q.l 13. 79· 0.1898 
20 559.6 0.00860 561.6 16.75 o .• 11s1 
21 559.6 0~·00879 .538.1 16.'75 0.1772 
22 559·.6 ·0.00890 518.6 16 • .,75 0.1758 
23 559.6 0.00831 490.6 16. 73 0 .1737 
24 559.6 0~00971 500.6 . 17 .02 0.1730 
. 25 559.6 0.00835 500.6 16.7, 0.1758 
26 559.6 0.00868 500.6 17.15 0.1703 
2.7 559.6 0.00846 500.1 .16.95 0.1696 
28 559.6 0.00845 500.6 16.95 0.1723 
III 29 619.6 0.00838 550.6 13 .47 o.2048 
30 559.6 0~00900 .· 519 ~6 16.55 0.1765 . 
. * W • humidity ra~io of air -enterin,g bin, lb moisture per 
· lb dry air. · 
Air absolute viscosity was taken from Figure A-3 and converted to 
the proper ·time units. 
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Preliminary experimental runs, Figure 6-7, using tl;>.e miniature 
model bin set up revealed that a plpt of weight .of moisture removed 
versus elapsed time would be a growth rate type of curve with 
a maximum value of moisture removed which is determined by the drying 
air properties and initial grain condition •. However, depending upon 
the relative value of in:1,.tial grain temperature.and entering air 
temperature, value of ,r5, the curve is not well defined in the initial 
stages of drying. If the initial grain temperature was as low as 
the air dew point temperature, condensation on the grain would occur 
resulting in an iµitial moisture gain by the grain mass. Plots of 
,r1 versus 7r 4 gave the same shape curves as the plots of grams of 
mois,ture removed versus elapsed drying.· time. Figure 6-8 is a run for 
715 • 1.0 and Figure 6w9 is a run when '1TS • 1.138 
Plots of 7rl versuEf ,r2 are shown in Figures 6· 10 and 6-11 respec-
tively for bi.ns type I and II. Since the plots were straight lines 
on log~log paper, equations for the plots were of the form: 
6-7 
Equation 6-7 can be transformed into the linear form: 
log 'lTl • log, a + b. log, '71"2 • 6-8 
The component equations inyolving ,r2 were evaluated by linear regres-
sion analyses of the transformed equations •. The component equatJons 
are listed in Figures 6-10 and6-ll with the.irrespective correlation 
coefficients r. 
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Bin type I, run 6. 
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FIGURE 6~9 • Plot of 1r1 versus 7T 4 for '7T 5 = 1.138. 




<) 11'4=3540, 111 =163.3 11{7968 , r=0.998 
0 114 = 2943, ff 1 ~ 157.411~·8288 , r =0.998 
Li 1T4 = 1962, 111 = 150.5 TTf 9213 , r =0.998. 
[:] ff4: 1308, 11,: 180.51TJ 0740 I [: 0.997 . 
0.1 ,__ _ _,__....,_~.i .... 1.....1..LLJ. 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 
0.001 C.01 0.10 
'ff 2 
FIGURE 6·10. Graphs of component equation, 
7Tl versus 77"2 for bin type I • 
1.0 
El 
0 T14 =3270, rr,: 186.4 rt?8443 1 r =0.997 
" Tf4 =3015, 'T(I =183A 1Ti°'8580 , .r=0.997 
6_ Tf4 : 2010, f11: 221. 2 11f9981 I [: 0.999 
0 Tf 4 =.1340, 1T1 =372.811{2288 ,r=0 .. 993 
FIGURE 6-11. Graphs of component equation, 
7Tl versus 7T2 for bin type II. 
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lll 
The plots of Figures 6=10 and 6-ll revealed that the relationships 
of ,rl versus 7r2 appeared to be dependent upon 7r4 since the slopes of 
the plots are not constant for each bin type. However, further 
analysis indicated that the relationships were influenced by the 
transient effect of a thermal diffusivity term rather than by ,r4 , 
The thermal diffusivity term was not incorporated in the experimental 
treatment schedule, but by using additional data of grain thermal 
conductivity, specific heat, and density, the term could be evaluated, 
(l, p, 105), The term wasg 
··6-9 
in which cg= grain specific heat, btu/lb(M)F, 
kg = grain thermal conductivity, btu ft/ft2mi.nF, HL- 1T- 1e-1• 
The other terms are defined in Table II, Values of 71"10 are included 
in Tables B=I, B=II, and B=III for wheat in the miniature bins and in 
Table B-VIII for wheat in the two=foot diameter .bins. 
Plots of ,rl versus 7rs are shown in Figures 6-12 and 6-13 for 
·bin type land II respectively, The component equations involving 1r5 
are listed in the Figures with their respective correlation coeffi-
cients r for the data in linear logarithmic tra·nsformation. As with "--
,r1 versus ·w 2, the component equations involving v 5 appeared to be 
dependent upon 1r4, This dependency was also considered to be 
actually upon '7T"l0 rather than upon 7T4, 
Plots of ,r 1 versus Tr 6, Figu.mes 6=14 and 6-15 for bins type I 
and II respectively, revealed no consistent relationship, Consequently, 
7T6 was eliminated from the analysis. Linear regressions of 7Tl versus 












() 114:3540 1 1T1: 2.664 1\;3·576 Ir: -0.905 
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FIGURE 6-12. Graphs of component equation, 'IT 1 versus 
7Ts for bin type I. 
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FIGURE 6-13. Graphs of component equati'on; '1Tl versus 71'5 for 
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'FIGURE (>-15. Plots of 7T 1 ve ~s~s" 1r 6 ~or bin ,type. II. 
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shown in Figures 6-14 and 6-15, Regression coefficients, slopes of 
lines, and correlation coefficients are included in the Figures. 
A relationship between 1r1 and 7T4 was hypothesized which had an 
asymptote and included the effects of 7rz, 7T 5 , and 7T 10 • The relation-
ship was of the form: 
6-10 
in which k1 - f(7r2) 
k2 -- f(1r5, 7Tl0). 
For values of 1r5 > 1, the results during an increment of 7T 4 from 
the beginning of the experiment were erratic and in some cases a 
·moisture gain was experienced by the grain mass, see Figure 6-9, That 
is, when ,r5> l a drying effect, reduced from what would occur if 7Ts::: 
1, occurred during an increment of 1r4 from the beginning of the experi-
ment. For 7T5 < 1, a drying effect greater than if ,r5 = 1 would be 
indicated for an initial increment of 7T4. For '1T5t-l, a plot of '1T l 
versus rr4 could be approximated by a plot for '1T5 = 1 if the TT5 = 1 
plot were displaced an increment of '1T 4 to the right for 7Ts > 1 and to 
the left for '1T5 < 1.. The increment of 'JT4 that the '1T5 = l curve was 
displaced shall be referred to as 6. Thus it was hypothesized that 
the drying effect would be altered by an increment of '1T 4 , 6, in 
addition to the effects included in equation 6-10. The mathematical 
model for the drying curve was now hypothesized to be of the form: 
Cz r; -C3 'ITlQ C4 'lT5 C5 ( 7T 4-6 )] 
1T1"' Cl 7rz L.:-e • 
The 6 increments were determined by superimposing the '1Tl versus 
71"4 drying curves for '1TS::: l upon the curves for varying values of 
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7T5 at a constant value of 7T2• The o increments were plotted versus 7T4 , 
Figures 6-16 and 6-17 for bins type I and II respectively. The 
resulting relationships between o and 7Ts appeared linear on Cartesian 
coordinates such that: 
6-11 
Additional analysis irtdicated that. o would be reduced for a value 
of 7T5> 1 if 1r2 were increased above the values from which equation 
6-11 was formulated. The graphical superposition method was further 
applied to evaluate points on Figures 6-16 and 6-17 for different 
levels of '11' 2 . A straight line was fitted to these points. The 
slopes of the o versus 7Ts plots were plotted versus 7T2, Figure 6-18, 
to determine the relationship among o , '1T 5 , and 1r2 , The plots in 
Figure 6-18 also appeared linear on Cartesian coordinates so that the 
form of the equation for o became: 
6-12 
or, 
The resulting form of the prediction equation was: 
6-13 
in which Ci are coefficients and exponents depending upon type of grain 
and bin configuration. 
Several methods were used to determine the most suitable values 
for the c1 in equation 6-13. One method was to evaluate c2 and c5 from 
2,000 .. 
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FIGURE 6-16. _Determination of & , 
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FIGURE. 6-17. Determination of 6, 
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the component equations, disregarding the values when '1T 4 was small. 
c6 and c7 were evaluated from Figure 6-18. c4 was estimated to make 
the equation valid when '1T 4 was small and '1T 5 = 1. Estimates for c1 
and c3 were made from a simultaneous solution of equation 6-13 and the 
first partial derivative of the equation with respect to 7T 4 which was: 
( o not expanded) 
6-14 
The simultaneous solution of equations 6-13 and 6-14 led to a 
graphical solution of linear and an exponential curve as follows: 
From equation 6= 13, ( o not expanded), 
C4 C5 




C 3 7T10 7T 5 (7r 4 - o) 
e 6-15 
From equation 6-14, 
6-16 





An example of the graphical solution of c3 is shown.in Figure 
6-19. c3 was then substituted into either of equations 6-13, or 6-14 
and c4 evaluated. 
A second method was to compute c1 .and c2 from· the whe_.at hygro-
scopicity relat~onships since the asympt.otes of the drying curves, 7Tl 
C2 
versus '7T4 , were directly propo:r:tional to c1 7T2 Values of ( 7Tl)max' 
equal to AM x 100 by definition for a constant wet bulb process, were 
plotted versus ,r2 , Figure 6-20, from which c1 and c2 were evaluated.· 
c5 , c6 , and c7 were evaluated as in.· the previous me.thod of approach. 
By evaluating c1 , c2 , c6 , and c7,equation 6-13 could be transformed 
into a linear form so that a linear regression would yield simultaneous 
solutions of c3 and c4 . The linear transformation of equation 6-13 
was derived as follows: ( 6 not expanded) 
C4 C5 
-C3V10 '1T5 ( '11'4'." o) 
= 1-e 
C 
log 10 ~oge etcl=•n/C1'7T2 
2>]} = log10c3+<::4 log107T10+c51og107r5+1og10 ~7T4-o) 
rt') 
u -0 
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FIGURE 6-19. Graphical Solution of Simultaneous 
Equations for c1 and c3 • , , 
( 11) = 91.314 rr o. 4os31 I ~AX.. . . 2 . 
r =0.99 · 












Equation 6-18 is of the linear form: 
Y::; A+BX 
in which 
f, Ii C2 C5 
Y = log10Lloge i!I (1-,r/C1 712 ~ I (172. -6)'1T5 } 
X = loglO 71"10 
A third method was using a program on an I.B.M. 650 electronic 
computer which simultaneously solved for the Ci. The program format 
used was program I by Granet and Edwards (14) for linear and nonlinear 
regression calculations. The regression procedure derives least 
square estimates for parameters (constants) of any analytic function 
for which the first derivatives with respect to the parameters exist. 
The procedure depends on the fact that a criterion function can be 
stated which is a linear combination of the partial derivatives with 
respect to the parameters. Original estimates for each of the para-
meters are included in the program and by an iterative procedure, 
increments are added algebraically to the original estimates until the 
program converges on the best combination of values of the parameters 
by a method of reducing the sum of squares of residuals between 
observed and predicted to a minimum. 
It was found that an unrealistic asymptote resulted if the 
program were allowed to solve simultaneously for all seven of the Ci. 
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A more appropriate solution resulted by using c1 and c2 as eyalu?,ted 
from the ( 'lTl)max versus 'lT2 relationship and solving simultaneously 
for c3 , c4 , c5 , c6 » and c7 • 
The partial derivatives of the dependent term '1T 1' with respect 
to the c1 for use in the computer program were as follows: ( 6 not 
expanded) 
Let: y :::: '!Tl pl =c, 3 
X1 = 'TT2 P2 = C4 
X2 = 'l'T5 P3 - C - 5 
X4 = 'TT'4 P4 = C 6 
X5 = '1Tl0 P5 = C7 
C2 P2 P3 · .. plx5 
p2 P3 
4 .. &) 
Thus, D1 oY/oP1 
x2 (Xi 
= = ,c1X1 X5 X2 (X4 -6 )e 
D2 = 0Y/0P2 = (P1 logeX5 )T,>1 
D3 = 0Y/0P3 = (Pl logeX2)D1 
C2 P2. P3 
P2 P3 
D4 0Y/8P4 
-P1Xs x2 (X4-&) 
= = C1X1 P1X5 X2 (1-Xz)e 
D5 = Ff'I./FJP5 = X1D4 
The computer program in Fortran statements is listed in Table A=H. 
The program was processed for machine use by compiling the program 
The computer program was very sensitive and would result in over-
flow and underflow errors for some combinations of the original 
estimates. Data for '1T4 less than. estimated 6-were removed for the 
iterations. Run 8 for bin type l wa.s removed as .m plot of 7T1 versus 7T4 
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indicated it was not reliable. To prevent the data from being weighted 
excessively with runs for '1T5 ,/, 1, additional data were interpolated 
for the runs of ?Ts= 1, runs 6 arid 20 for bins type I and II respec-
tively. The limited data available for bin type III did not include any 
for '1T5 = 1. At least one datum for the two-foot diameter bins, actual or 
int~rpola.ted, was pooled with the miniature bin data in the· final solution 
for the Pi for each bin. This was done so that there would be a 
variation of bin hydraulic radius in the data. The solution for the 
Pi would converge after six to eight iterations for the successful 
attempts of running the program. 
The most appropriate sets of values for the Ci are listed below 
and resulted from the.method of evaluating C1 and C2 from the ( '1Tl)max 
versus ~ relationship, Figure 6-20, and using the electronic computer 
progr&nl for regression analysis of c3, c4, c5, c6, and c7: 
Bin Type 
.1 II III 
Ci 91.314 91.314 . 9L314 
C2 0.40531 0.40531 0.40531 
C3 O.OQ0087761 0.00010767 0 .000060956 
C4 0.34480 0.25258 0.65780 
C5 6. 3612 3.1832 9.1730 
c6 23,253: 22,593. 20,443. 
C7 . -899,833 .. -1,037,483. -619 ,520 • 
Actual observed values of '1Tl u.sed in the,solution for the Pi, 
pre.dieted values of 71l., and per cent difference/100 are listed iJ 
Tables B-XI, B.-m, and B.-XIII .for the miniature bins ~ype I, II, and Ill 
respectively •. Also included in the Tables are the statistical standard 
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error of estimates for the miniature bin data listedj and observed and 
predicted values for the two-foot diameter bins. The computed o 
increments of 1r4 are listed in Table&XIV for the miniature bin experi-
ments. 
Validity of the pr·ediction equation for evaluating conditions in 
prototype installations was tested by considering the miniature bins 
as the model system and the two-foot diameter bins as the prototype 
system. Plots of predicted versus observed values for the two systems 
are shown in Figures 6-21, 6-22, and 6-23 for bins type I, II, and III 
respectively. The data were from experimental runs 6 and 20 of the 
miniature bins type I and II respectively and for all the applicable 
data available for bin type III. Run 1 of the two-foot diameter bins 
was used in the figures. The data for the other runs of the two-foot 
diameter bins were for intermittent operation and after a rewetting 
process occurred in run 2. For these reasons, the data of the other 
runs of the two-foot diameter bins were not considered applicable for 
direct comparison to predicted values and were omitted from Figures 
6-21, 6-22, and 6-23 although comparison of observed and predicted for 
all the runs is included in Tables B-XI, B-XII~ and B-XIII. Runl of the 
two-foot diameter bin type I was for 1r5 = 0.966 which was the lowest 
value of 1r5 obtained during the research project. 
A moisture balance was made on some of the runs of the miniature 
bins to determine if the moisture removed from the grain was equal to 
the moisture gained by the air. Examples of graphical representations 
of moisture gained by the air are shown in Figures 6=24 and 6-25. 
These figures are for the same runs as shown in Figures 6-8 and 6-9 
respectively. The moisture gained by the air was determined by 
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FIGURE 6-21, Predicted versus observed values 
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FIGURE 6-22. Predicted versus observed values 
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FIGURE 6-24. Moisture content of inlet and 
exhaµst air, bin type I, run, 6· • 
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FIGURE 6-25. Maisture content of inle~' a11d 
exhaust air, bin type ,I, ~un, ~· 




measuring the area between inlet and exhaust air curves by using a 
Keuffel and Esser Compaµy Planimeter, model 4237. The area was 
converted into units of pounds of. moisture. Comparison of moisture 
removed from the grain as determined by weighing the bins and moisture 
gained by air as determined from psychrometric analysis of exhaust air 
is .listed below for seven runs. 
Run Moisture removed Moisture gained 
from grain, lbs by air, lbs 
Bin Type I 1 0.1631 0.1240 
5 0.5200 0.5416 
6 0.2090 0.1784 
9 0.1345 0 .1211 
Bin Type II 15 0.1760 0.0796 
19 0.5300 0.5100 
23 0.1675 0.1018 
A standard deviation of differences of 0.0297 lbs water was obtained 
for the runs analyzed. Thi$ was 0.45 per cent moisture content dry 
basis. 
Internal Moisture and Temperature Gradients 
The internal moisture and temperature gradients during drying with 
atmospheric air were analyzed from the result .. s of the drying experiments 
using the two-foot diameter bins. The moisture content, flow rate, and 
ambient air data are listed in Tables B~VII and ~VIII for grain sorghum 
and wheat experiments respectively. The_ intergr~nular temperature data, 
assumed equal to grain temperature, are listed in Tables B-IX and B·X 
.res.pectively for the grain sorghum and wheat experiments. Values of 
the dimensionless groups, pi terms, are listed in Table B-VI for the 
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wheat experiment. The values in Table B-VI are a·ccumulative from the 
beginning of the experiment. 
Grain moisture distributions for successive stages of drying are 
shown in Figures 6-26, 6-27, and 6-28 £.or drying of grain sorghum and 
in Figures 6-29, 6-30, 6-31, and 6-32 for the drying of wheat. 
The initial grain moisture contents and temperature were not' 
quite equal for each of the three bins at .the beginning of an exper:i.nient. 
Also, the air flow rates were not equal for the three bin types during 
the experiments although attempts were made to exhaust enough air from 
the b.lowers of bin types II and III so that the flow rate to ~hem 
would not exceed the flow rate to bin type I. The full output from the. 
blower of bin type I was utilized, but the grain offered more resistance 
to air flow in this bin since the air traveled a greater distance 
through the grain. 
Since the initial an4 operating conditions were not quite equal 
in the three bins during an experiment, the successive stages of drying 
are not applicable for direct comparison between bin types although 
some trends are indicated. Comparison of the grain moisture distri-
butions revealed the zones in each type bin which dried the slowest, 
these zo~es were: Bin type I, the zone next to the bin wall on the 
exhaust air side; Bin type 11, the zone across the bin (through the 
center) betwe_en the exhaust air ducts; and Bin type Ill, the zone 
at the center ~f the bin. In actual prototype installations, more 
uniform drying might occur if an operational system were developed for 
switching the blowers to different ducts as drying progressed. 
A typical set of internal temperature gradients are shown in 
F,igure 6-33, for each of the three bin types for the wheat drying 
BIN TYPE I 








BIN TYPE II 
. 14.1 
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BIN TYPE III 
14.0 
FIGURE 6-26. Distribution of moj.s1ture con.tent of grain sorghum in the 
·· · tw.o..: foot diameter bii:is, % wet basis, run L (4 qrs dryiJ:\g) · ·· 
In 
BIN.TYPE· I 




. BIN TY'PE II 
13. I 
' I I' 
. BIN TYPE III 
13.1 .. 
FIG.URE 6-'. 2 7.. Distr:i.butic::>n of moisture ~cmtent' of irai:n. sorghum· in the 
two~fc,ot diall)et:er bins, % wet b~sis, run 2.. (8 hrs ~ddid.onal drying, 
12 hrs total) 1 I .. . ;· 
Average:::· .. 11.9 
· 12.5 
12.0 
',,, ..•. . #:5' 
·ILO 
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BIN TYPE· II BIN TYPE . Ill 
ll. 7 ll.4 
FIGURE 6-28. ·Distribution of moisture cont;:ent. of grain sorghum in the 
. > ~'o,-Joo.t di~eter, bins.,,% wet ba.'sis .,. ;r~n. 3; J37 hrs.',addit'.ion~l . , 
_:, dryln;g;. 4~ hrs total) , .· !-, • · · · 
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<BIN rY~t r .SiN TYP(. ll ··BIN TYPE m. 
· · · :. Avera.ge ~ l/3~ s 14~3 14.6 
·. .• . . ,· 
_;IG~ .6-' 29 •. Distr.ibution o·f moisture content of wheat in· the twcF 
·· foot diameter bins, ~ ~et basis, run l. (3 hrs of drying) 
. 14.5 ,_:..· .. ·· 
._ __ .--""'."'---.;__ --'--'-14.0 
13.5 
13.0 . 
\..--~-----,---,-',--;,-...,._-.L_ 12. 5 
12.0 .. 
· 1Hi.·· 
BIN TYPE I. · 
. ···•Average = .1.3 • 6 
·.· ~IN TYPE II. 
.·· 13.9 . 
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··Fi~URE ~-30 • . Distribution. of moisture c~ntent, o( wheat in the two ... 
foot di.am~ter bin.s, % we~ ·bafr!is, run 3 ~ · .•.. c 11.s hrs ad~it.ional _ · 
drying, past ,run 2,:"2Q.8 hrs total operation:. · Run 2 was 6 hrs of 
> ·· · · tewetting~) .. ,· .. · 
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Air .In 
BIN TYPE 1 
Average= 12.0 
BiN TYPE II 
12.5 
105 
BIN TYPE m 
14.2 
FIGURE,6-31. Distributi.on of.moisture content of wheat in the two-
foot diamet1ar bins, % wet 'basis, run 4-. · (24.2 hrs a:dditi~rial 
d1;ying, 45 hrs.. tot,l) 
0 
15.0 










BIN. TYPE ·II BIN TYPE ill 
Average= 10.5 10.9 _Jl.7 
FlGURE 6- 32. Distribution of moist,ure co'1tent of wheat in the two-
foot diameter bins~ %: wet pasis, run 5. (54.4 hrs. additional 
' ' 
drying, 99 .4. hrs to,t~l) 1 
Air In 
BIN TYPE I 
Av~rage = 83.3 
BIN TYPE Il 
80.9 
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BIN TYPE m 
79.9 
FIGURE 6-33 •. Distribution of temperature of wheat in the two-foot 
diafeter -bins', F, ruq 3 •· , · 
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experiment .. !he temperature gradients correspond to the drying 
gradients of Figure 6-30. 
Redistribution of temperatur.e and moisture content was indicated 
for intermittent blower operation by co~arison of these properties at 
identical positions at the time the blowers were switched off and at 
some later time, usually overnight. The data referred to are included 
as the runs· with suffix A in '.tables B-VIII and· B-·X for. grain moisture 
and temperature respect.ively of wheat· 1n the. two-foot diameter bins. 
I).iscussion of Prediction Equation 
The prediction equatio~ for the thermal drying system, equati_on 6-13, 
gives the·ave~age moisture removed from a bin of grain and does not 
indicate from where the moisture is removed i~side ~he bin. !he equation 
is for a,. ·bin completely full so that short·. circuiting of air is prevented. 
Effects due to grain variety, amount of foreign material present, cracked 
kernels, and comp,~ction ·of grain were not studied .in this research. 
, 
When the initial grain temperature is equal to the temperature of 
the air entering the grain, irs ".'" 1, 6 111: . 0, and Che equat-ion reduces to: 
~hen initial grain temperature is higher than the temperat~re of 
the entering air, 7TS < l, an initia~ incre~~e.in the drying effect 
will result. Conversely, if the initial gtain ·1:eniperature is iess than 
the entering air t~mperature, :,r5 > l, ah initial q.ecrease in dry~ng 
effect will occur. These ~ffects are ill:ustra'te~ ih F~gu;e ~'."34~. _·. The. 
prediction equation defines the '1T5 = l c:ur'(Te atid appro~imates the 
effect for 7Ts r l. For 77'5 r l, the equation is limited in application 
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FIGORJ!: 6·'.'.'.34. Dry:j.ng Effects and Region of Applicability of 
Prediction Equation. 
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until an increment of 7r4 of magnitude ,e~µal ~o or greater than the 
absolute value of 6 has elapsed, 6 is negative for 7r 5 < l and 
positive for 7r 5 > 1. 
When the Ci resulting from the analysis were used for a bin type 
to compare the predicted drying effects obtained for 7T5 < 1, 7Ts = 1, 
and 7r 5 > 1, for other conditions equal, the plots were not in complete 
agreement with ·the relative effects shown in Figure 6-34, After an 
increment of 7T4 somewhat greater than 6 had elapsed, the position· of 
the 7r 5 < l and 7T 5 > 1 curves interchanged as compared . to their 
respective position's in Figure 6·34. These comparisons were evaluated 
by varying the initial grain temperature to obtain a variation in 7r 5 
so that the asymptotes of the curves remained equal. The discrepancies 
between the hypothesized relationships of Figure 6-34 and predicted 
values were considered due to evaluating the Ci using observed data 
which were predominently for 7rs > 1, It appears that additional 
experimental observations for 7r 5 = 1 and 7T 5 < l are tiecessary to be 
included ·in the data.for empirically evaluating.the Ci. Since the c1 
were evaluated from data which were predominently; ·for 7T 5 > 1, the 
resulting Ci are considered most appropriate for applications of 
7T 5 > 1 although the plots of Figures 6-21 and 6-22 verify that very 
good agr_eement was also obtained between predicted and observed values 
fo~ bin type I and II for 7rS = 1. 
Data .for'1T5 = 1 for bin type III were e~trapolated by a graphical 
method of displacing the 7rl versus 7T4 curves for 7TS > 1 to the left 
an increment of 7T4 equal to the estimated 6 for each run. Pooling 
these data with the actual obs·ervations and using the electronic 
computer program to evaluate the Pi resulted in the following: 
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c3 = 0.0001272, c4 ·= 0.1495, c5 =, -2.942, c6 = 7,912°, and c7 = -675,594. 
which are quite different from the P1 of the analysi~ using only 
observed data of '1Ts > 1, page_124. Curves plotted from predicted 
values using c1 and c2 as listed on p~ge 12_4 and the Pi listed above 
for comparing the effects of 'TT' 5 < ·1, 'TT' 5 = l an~ -n:5 > l are shown in 
Figure 6-35, These curves are in agreement with the behavior of the 
plot~ of Figure 6-34, The differences between the above evaluations 
pf the Pi for bin type III and the Pi iisted on page 124 illustrate 
the sensitivity of the computer program for least squares re_gressions 
of nonlinear equations. 
An example of comparison of predicted drying effects for'bins 
type 'I and II is shown in Figure 6-36 for 'TT' 5 > 1. Bin type III 
predictions were omitted from the figure since insufficient observed 
· data were availabl_e for evaluating the Pi. 
The prediction equation indicates, as did the experimental 
research, that an increased drying effect occurs for an increase in: 
71'2 , the drying potential of_ the air, 
bin hydraulic radius, r, 
air flow rate, Qa, and 
elapsed drying time, t, 
Since drying time tis included in 71'10 as well as in '1T4 , the 
drying effect is not the same for equal values of '1T4 obtai_ned froni the 
product of different combinations of Qa and t. For example, doubling 
the air flow rate and reducing the elapsed time by one-half results in 
an increased drying effect for the doubled air flow rate as shown by 
the example in Figure 6-37 which was plotted from evaluations using the 













FIGURE 6-35, Set of predicted drying curves for bin type 
III using C{ :!:rcm1 analysis of observed and extrapolated 
data, 
115 = U 
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4;000 6,000 8,000 I0,000 12,,000 14,000 16,000 18,000 20,000 
1T4 
FIGURE 6;.36, Comparison of drying effects for bin types I and II 
using prediction equations for115 > 1. 
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thermal diffusivity and·bin hydraulic radius. 
The form of the prediction equation seems general in nature and 
not limited to cross-flow arrangements. The Ci would require re-







2000 4000 · 6000 8000 
FIGURE 6-37. Effect of a doubled idr flow rate on drying obtained. 
CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary 
The objective of the study was to formulate a prediction equation 
relating the physical factors involved in drying cereal grain in deep 
cylindrical bins using cross-flow forced circulation of air. The 
pr.edict ion equation would be useful, in design and operatic;m of cross~ 
I , ; 
flow grain drying installations~ The study pertained to drying grain 
in storage as opposed.to aeration systems which are primarily for 
cooling and freshening grain and which are systems of low air flow 
rates as compared to that required of a drying installation. Grain 
sorghum and wheat were ;o be used in the research. 
The drying phase of the problem was complicated by lack of adequate 
information pertaining to the resistance offered to air flow in a non-
uniform air circulat.ion system. Also, the moisture sorption properties 
of grain are not well defined for varying temperatures. The research 
evolved into somewhat separate studies of the air circulation system, 
the hygroscopic properties of grain in the d~sorptive phase, and the 
thermal drying system. Available wheat desorptive data were used in 
formulating an equilibrium moisture relationship for wheat in the 
desorptive phase by analytical methods. Experiments were performed to 
analyze the air circulation system and the thermal Arying system. 
Principles of dimensional an~lysis and similitude were employed to 
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f.acilitate the research. By using dimensional analysis and similitude, 
factors could be formed into dimensionl~ss groups ~.which were fewer in 
number than the original set; and model drying set ups were more con-
venient to control than full size installations. Two sizes of models 
' ' 
were used so that the larger set were prototypes of the smaller set. 
Since a viiriety of cross-flow ,air circulation systems would be 
possible, three systems were selected for study. The three bin con-
figurations consisted of two duct, four duct, and six duct arrangefuents. 
The vertical air supply and exhaust ducts were located at equal 
intervals around the periphery of each bin. Half the ducts were air 
inlets and the other half were air exhausts. The inlet and exhaust 
ducts were located alternately around the bin. To reduce the experi-
ments to manageable proportions,.it was considered necessary to form-
ulate separate prediction equations for each bin configuration and for 
each k.ind of grain studied. 
A set of miniature model bins, approximately six inches in diameter, 
wa.s tested in an indoor laboratory where control was maintained of such· 
factors as: air tem,perature, moisture content, and flow rate; initial 
grain and bin temperature; and temperat~re surrounding the bin. The 
average drying effect, amount of moistur,e removed, was measured in these 
experiments;but the bins were not of adequate size to measure intern~l 
moisture and temperature distributio'ns or gradients. However, these 
experiments ser..;ed as the bas.is for forming prediction equations for 
,:' . ' -· 
the air circulation system and the thermal drying system. Only wheat 
was used in the miniature bin experi~ents. 
A set of two-foot diameter bins served as prototypes for checking 
the validity of the pr~diction equations formulated from.results of the 
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miniature bins. Internal. grain moisture contents, pressures, and 
temperatures were measured for plotting of gradients in addition to 
determining average drying effect. The two-foot diameter bins were 
tested in an op·en shed using atmospheric air. Grain sorghum and wheat 
were used in these bins. 
An equilibrium moisture content relationship was developed which 
adequately accounted for the temperature effect for relative humidities 
of 70 per cent or lower. The relationship above 70 per cent relative 
humidity was not defined mathematically but was estimated. by using. a 
relationship for obtaining the maximum. grain moisture content for an 
isotherm. In a plot of an isotherm, a smooth curve was drawn .. from about 
70 per cent relative humidity to 100 per cent relative humidity. The 
form of the eqtiilibrium moisture relationship was: 
l-rh 







P p T 4 
~p T 2M 3 
. 1 e 
air relative humidity as a decimal 
base of Napierian loga.rithms 
temperature, F, (not absolute) 
equilibrium grain moisture content, 
constants for a kind.of grain. 
% dry basis 
The form of the equation for maximum grain moisture content was: 
where 
p 
(M ) = P T 2. 
e max 1 
(M ) . ::: ·-e max equilibrium grain moisture content at 100% relative 
humidi~y, dry basis as a decimal 
T = temp~rature, F, absolute 
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Pi= constants for a kind of grain, 
The prediction equation relating static pressure and air flow rate 
was of the form: 
(Refer to Table III for definition of symbols) 
2 The term par QaNe/µ was regarded as a form of Reynolds Number, The 
range of Reynolds Number covered in the miniature and two-foot diameter 
bins was from 5 to 85. An extrapolation was developed for higher values 
of the Reynolds Number term based on data from the two-foot diameter 
bins. The extrapolated relationship can be used for approximating the 
static pressure drop in large prototype drying installations. 
was: 
where 






ETe/T8)-~ (Ctc7AM AT/Te) 
constants for a kind of grain. 
(Refer to Table II for definition of the other symbols) 
The ranges of the dimensionless terms covered in the experiments of the 
miniature model bins were approximately: 
MR • -0 • 8 3 to 7 • 34 
AMAT he~ 0,00403 to 0.0195 
CgPgr2/h8t~ 0.88 to 42 
TelTg, 0.996 to 1.141 
Qat• 0 to 3,500 
In the two=foot diameter bin experiments, the lower limit of Te/Tg 
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was extended to 0.966 and the upper limit of Qat was extended to approx-
imately 20,000. The ranges covered are adequate for full size drying .. 
installations for pPattical purposes. 
Conclusions 
Conclusions drawn from the three major phases of the study are 
listed as follows: 
Grain Hygroscopicity 
1. There exists a finite maximum value of equilibrium grain 
moisture content for an isotherm. The maximum value can be related to 
temperature by an equation of the form: 




= temperature, F, absolute 
= constants for a kind of grain, 
For wheat, P1 = 1,315 and P2 = -lo33o 
2. A dimensionally nonhomogeneous equation adequate for drying 
purposes for relating grain equilibrium moisture content, temperature, 
and air relative humidity of 70 per cent or below is of the form: 
where 
1-rh 
rh = air relative humidity as a decimal 
T = temperature» F, (not absolute) 
Me= equilibrium grain moisture content,% dry basis 
constants for a kind of grain. 
For wheat» Pl= 5.7336x10-lO, p2 = 




Air Circulation System 
1. A relationship to predict static pressure required to force 
air across deep cylindrical bins is an equation of the form: 
where n = length scale ratio of prototype to O .438 ft diam model 
P = static pressure head of air entering bin, ft of water 
r = hydraulic radius of prototype cylindrical bin, ft 
Pa= air density~ lb(M)/ft3 
Qa = air flow rate, (ft3 air /min)/ f t3 grain 
Ne= Newton's Second Law constant, lb(F/lb(M)ft/min2 
µa= air absolute viscosity, lb(F)min/ft2 
Ci for wheat in the three cross~flow bins studied for the 
Reynolds Number term from 5 to 40 wereg 
two duct bin 
17 .03 X 10-4 
1.324 
four duct bin 
7.942 X 10-4 
L213 
six duct bin 
3.912 X 10-4 
1.239 
2. The relative magnitude of the static pressure drop across the 
three type bins for equal flow rates is approximately as indicated by 
the relative values of C1 for the bins in 1 above. An example of 
relative pressures at a Reynolds number term of 40 isg the pressure 
in the two duct bin is 5.9 times the pressure in the six duct bin and 
the pressure in the four duct bin is 1.9 times the pressure in the six 
duct bin. This effect corresponds to the relative length of path 
traveled by the air from inlet to exhaust in the bin configurations, 
the longest path being in the two duct bin for equal diameter bins. 
3. Results from the two-foot diameter bins indicated that for 
practical purpoaes, the pressure requirements for wheat and grain 
sorghum can be considered equal. 
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Thermal Drying System 
1. Factors considered most important in drying grain in deep 













MR, avg moisture removed from grain,% dry basis 
AM A7/7e, drying potential of the air with respect to 
the initial grain moisture content for an ideal constant 
wet bulb drying process · 
2 · . 1 
CgPgr /kgt.ii a term consisting of thermal prope.rties of 
the grain cg and kg, density of the grain Pg, bin 
hydraulic radius r, and elapsed drying time t 
x3 = 7 e/7 g' ratio of _absolute temperature of air entering 
bin co initial grain absolute temperature 
X4 = Qat, product of air flow rate Qa, cu ft of air per min/ 
cu ft of grain; and elapsed drying time t, min 
e =. base of Napierian logarithm 
Ci=· coefficients and exponents for kind of grain. 
the Ci were evaluated as: 
.tJtl.Q ;duc.t .hill four duct bin six duct bin --- ---
91.314 91.314 91.314 
0.40531 0.40531 0.40531 
0.000087761 0.00010767 ,0.000060956 
0.34480 0.25258 0.65780 
6 .3612 3.1832 9.1730 
23,258. 22,593. 20,443. 
-899,833. -1 , 03 7 , 483 • -619,520. 
Only a very limit~d amount of experimental observations were 
available for ~valuating the c1 of bin type III. 
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2, Wilen the initial grain temperature is equal to the temperature 
of the entering air, x3 = 1, o = O, and the prediction equation reduces 
tog 
When x:3 1' 1~ the equation :Ls 1:irdted in application until an increment of 
x4 equal in magnitude to the absolute value of o has elapsed. An 
initial grain temperature greater than air temperature results in an 
increased drying effect in the early drying stages as compared to the 
drying effect obtained if initial grain temperature were equal to 
entering air temperature. An initial grain temperature less than air 
temperature results in a decreased initial drying effect. The range 
of o encoumtered in the study was from -800 to 2j 772. The negative 
values were for x3 < L 
3, The drying rates in th.e three cross-flow bins. studied were 
approximately equal. The most pronounced differences between the bins 
were the internal moisture reont.12,nts and temperature distributions during 
drying. 
4, Ihe term x2 which inch1ldes thermal diffuisivity accounts for a 
transient increased drying effect in the early stages of drying. If 
the term were omitted» the predicted drying effect would be only about 
one=half the actual drying effect until an increment of x4 of approxi-
mately 1000 had elapsed. 
5, The dimensionless group U A7w/pacaQarTe, which was indicative 
of the ratio of heat input to bin to heat loss throuigh the bin walls, 
resulted in an insignific~nt effect for the range of values covered 
in the miniature bin research, The range covered was from 0.000325 
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to 0.00313 which was an adequate range for prototype installations. 
6. Redistribution of grain moisture and temperature towards 
uniformity occurred after the blowers were inoperative from 12 to 24 
hours or more. Examples of spreads of moisture contents and temper-
atures for the two-foot diameter bins after the blowers had been 
inoperative for 8 days were: 
Moisture content, 
% dry basis 
End of run 
8 days later 
Temperature, F 
End of run 
8 days later 










Suggestions For Further Research 





Formulation of a dimensionally homogeneous equation would be 
desirable for the equilibrium grain moisture relationship, especially 
in the desorptive phase for application to grain drying systems. 
The results of the experimental work in this study need to be 
compared with performance of full size prototype installations. 
Additional studies in which the drying is continued longer than was 
done in this study may lead to re-evaluation of the coefficients 
and exponents in the prediction equation for the thermal drying system. 
The present study would need to be extended to other grains in order 
to increase the scope of the analysis to drying other grains and 
possibly other crops such as peanuts. 
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The effect of intermittant blower operation should be evaluated 
for its effect upon 'thermal efficiency. Improved methods of measuring 
air flow rate and grain moisture content would be desirable in grain 
drying research. A method of accurately determining grain moisture 
content at some position in the grain mass without removing a sample 
would be partic~larly helpful. 
Exploring new concepts of maintaining crops in good condition from 
harvest to utilization may possibly result in methods considerably 
different from dry.ing grain with forced circulation of air to prevent 
invasion by microorganisms. 
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APPENDIX A 
CALIBRATION CURVES FOR RELATIVE HUMIDITY RECORDER 
AIR VISCOSITY CURVE USED IN EVALUATING DIMENSIONLESS GROUPS 
ELECTRONIC COMPUTER PROGRAMS LISTED IN FORTRAN STATEMENTS 
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· Indicated Relative Humidity, % 
· FIGURE A-L . Calibratio~ curve for rel~tive humidity recorder -
H~f ain sorghum:: experi~ent, · fall of l~pO. · \ 
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FIGURE A-2. Calibration curve for rel.atiye humidity recorder -
wheat experiment, summer of 19.61. · . 
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FIGURE A-30 Graph for detenil.ining air absolute viscosity for use 
in evaluating some of the dimensionless groups _qr~~ terms. 
TABLE A-I 
ELECTRONIC COMPUTER FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR SUCCESSIVE 
REGRESSIONS OF HYGROSCOPICITY DATA IN 
LINEAR TRANSFORMATION 











Y= LOGEF Clo 0/ (lo :_;-y)) 
Y=LOGF(Y) 
X=LOGFCXl 
sur-:x = su':.x+x 
SUM'(= SU Ii Y+Y 
SUMX 2 = sur·,~x 2+ x·:,x 















4 0 SUMXY=SUMXY+X*Y 
D=~o*SUMX2-SUMX*SU~X 
P4= C 8 o -~ SUMXY-sur:,x ;: SUMY l ID 











SUMX 2 = SUMX 2+ X*·X 
5 0 SUMXY=SUMXY+X*Y 
D=do*SUMX2-SUMX*SUMX 
P6=(8o*SUMXY-SU~X*SU~Y)/D 
































ELECTRONIC COMPUTER FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR REGRESSION 
OF FIVE CONSTANTS IN NONLINEAR 
PREDICTION EQUATION 
DIMENSION A( 8,8 J ,D( 8 J ,P ( 7 l, 4 0 A ( I ~ J J ·= A ( I , j J I A ( I , I J 
D05L=I,M2 YllOOI ,Xl( 1001 ,X2(100) ,X41100l 
26 0 D05K=M3,M ,X5(100J 5 0 AIL+l,KJ=A(L+l,Kl READ,NP,NO 
5 -A(L+l,Il*A(I,KJ RE AD, C 1 , C 2, P ( 1 J , P ( 2 J , P ( 3 J , P ( 4 I A(M-l,M)=AIM-l,M)/A(M-l,M-11 
,P ( 5 J L=M2 D013!=1,NO K=Ml READ,Y(IJ,Xl(IJ,X2(IJ,X3,X41 II D06_J=J ,M2 ,X5 I I l 32 0 DO 31 I= 1, L CONTINUE 31 0 A( I,Ml=A<I,MJ-A(I,Kl*AIK,M) M=NP+l L=L-1 
ITER=O 6 0 K=K-1 
E=Z.7182818 I TER= I TER+l 
CONTINUE DOlOI=l,Ml 
DOll=l,M 10 0 P( I )=Al I ,MJ+P( I J 
DOlJ=I,M 99 0 PUNCH,P 
AII,JJ=O.O GO TO 7 
DO 2 K=l,NO 12 0 BIPCT=O.O 
Z=Xl(Kl**C2 DO 17 K=l ,NO 
Zl=X51KJ**Pl2l Z=Xl(K)**C2 




Z6=LOGEF ( X2 ( K JI YCAL=Cl*Z-Cl*Z*Z4 
Z7=Cl*Z*Zl*Z2*Z4 YNOW=Y(K) 
D( l J =Z3*Z7 PCTPD=(Y(KJ-YCALJ/YCAL 
D(2J=P(ll*D(ll*Z5 14 0 PUNCH,YNOW,YCAL,PCTPD 
D(3J=P(ll*D11l*Z6 IF(B!PCT-ABSF(PCTPDJ)l6,17,17 
D(4J=Plll*Z7-P(l)*Z7*X2(Kl 16 0 BIPCT=ABSF(PCTPDJ 
D15l=Xl(K)*D(4) DYNOW=YNOW 
D(6l=YIK)-Cl*Z+Cl*Z*Z4 17 0 CONTINUE 
D02l=l,M 15 0 PUNCH,P, ITER 
D02J= I ,M 19 0 PUNCH,BIPCT,DYNOW 
A(l,JJ=Dlll*DIJJ+A(l,JJ 11 0 CONTINUE 
Ml=NP 20 0 DO 34 I= 1 ,M 
DO 31 = 1, M 1 33 0 PUNCH,A(l,M) 









TABLES OF VALUES OF FACTORS AND 
DIMENSIONLESS GROUPS FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS 
AND ANALYSES OF THE 
MINIATURE AND TWO-FOOT DIAMETER BINS 
161 
162 
Explanation of Tables 
The pi terms listed in the .. Tables are defined in· the text in 
Tables II and III except for an additional ~lO which is defined on 
page 111. The treatment schedule, Table VIII in the text, outlines 
the conditions of the experimental runs in these tables for the 
miniature bin experiments. 
The· values in Tables B-III, B-IV, B-V, B-VI, B-XI, B-XIIj and 
. B-XIII are listed in the floating point system. Floating point 
numbers have a mantissa of eight significant digits followed by a 
two digit characteristic, The numbers are of the form .XXXXXXXXPP 
where PP is the power of 10 with 50 added. Examples are: 
1234567851 = 1.2345678 
1234567850 = 0.12345678 
1234567849 = 0.012345678 
The number is positive if a+ or blank space follows it.and negative 
if.a - follows it, 
The observed values of ~l in Tables B-III, B-IV, B-V, and B-VI 
are to be interpreted to only two decimal places. 
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TABLE B-I 
VALUES OF PRESSURE AND FLOW RATE DIMENSIONLESS 
GROUPS AND FACTORS FOR WHEAT IN 
THE MINIATURE MODEL BINS 
BIN TYPE 1(11 1(12 p Qa 
I 0,01369 4,804 0.-00167 3 .397 
0 ,02737 8.500 0,00333 6.010 
0,04105 10.446 0.00500 7 .386 
0.05474 14.093 0.00667 9,965 
0.068,42 16.049 0,00833 11,348 
0.08210 18.970 0 .01000 13.413 
0 .095.78 21.388 0 ,01167 15,123 
0 ,109-47 23,342 0,01333 16.505 
0,12315 24.716 0.01500 17 .4 76 
II 0.006842 5.642 o;.000833 3.984 
0,013680 11.421 0.00167 8,064 
0,020525 '14,385 :0 .00250 10 .15 7 
0 ,027365 18,340 0.00333 12.950 
0,034212 22.225 0.00417 15 .693 
0 ,.041051 25.325 0.00500 17.882 
0,047890 28,546 0.0058~ 20,156 
III 0.0068415 9.982 0.000833 7,048 
0,013686 17.932 0,00167 12 .662 
0,027365 31.023 0.00333 21.905 
0.034212 36 .834 0,00417 26.008 
0,041051 42 .579 0.00500 30,065 
TABLE B-II 
VALUES OF PRESSURE AND FLOW RATE DIMENSIONLESS 
GROUPS AND FACTORS FOR WHEAT AND Gl,u\IN 
SORGHUM IN THE TWO-FOOT DIAMETER BINS 
BIN TYPE 1(11 1(12 p Qa 
WHEAT 
I 0.0995 68.32 0.0498 3.01 
II 0.0495 72 .63 0.0248 3 .19 
III 0.0263 74,27 0.0132 3.26 
GRAIN SORGHUM 
I 0,10667 70,33 0.0533 2.98 
II 0,06500 94,87 0.0325 4.02 
III 0 .035'0 96, 76 0,0175 4.10 
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TABLE B-III 
VALUES OF DIMENSIONLESS GROUPS, MINIATURE BIN TYPE I 
Run 
NQ 1(1 1(2 ff 5 1(6 1l4 1(10 
1 1200000050 4032000048 ll09000U51 11650000'-td 8lb0000052 420b000052 
1200000050 4032000048 1109000051 1165()00048 1635000053 2104000052 
9000000049 4032000048 110':1000051 ll6SOOOU48 32700000':)3 1052000052 
1200000050 4032000048. 11090000':i 1 1165000,)48 6540000053 5263000051 
4700000050 4032000048 1109000051 1165000048 1308000054 2628000051 
9100000050 4032000048 11090000':>l 116'=>000048 1962000054 1757000051 
1580000051 4C3200U04o 110';)000051 1165U00048 2943000054 1166000051 
2160000051 4032000048 1109000051 116':)000048 39240000::>4 8784000050 
9 34000000'+9- 3S 70U0004b 1138300051 1092000048 8175000052 4208000052 
9200000049- 357UO(JOU48 1 U8300u:i 1 1092000048 1635000053 2104000052 
17900 o.o 0::, o- 3570000048 11383000':>l 1092000048 3270000053 1052000052 
208dooooso- 357U00001t8 113830005 l l()':i2000l)48 6540000053 5263000051 
2500000049 3570000048 113830005 l l092000U4d 13080000::>4 2628000051 
4610000050 3570000048 1138300051 l0920U0048 19620000:>4 1757000051 
1160000051 35 7(j(J()0048 1138300051 1U92000048 294.3000054 1166000051 
1771000051 3570000048 11383000"> l 1092000046 3924000054 87B4000050 
10 00 :il ]397000048 1120 lOOOS 1 3257000047 8175000052 42080000';,2 
8730v00049- 3397000048 11201000:>l 3257ll00047 1635000053 2104000052 
17500000:iO- 33'J/OOU048 ll20100U51 3 2 5 ., 0 0 0 CJ 4 7 327.0000053 1052000052 
333000005-U- 3397000048 1120100051 325700004"1 6540000053 5263000051 
8730000049 ·33':i/000048 1120100U51 3251000047 13060000511 26280000':>l 
46600000:,0 33':i/000048 1120100051 32:,7000047 1%2000054 175-/000051 
11900000::>l · ::J3':i /0000<+8 11201000'>1 32':l100004"/ 29113 00005Lf 1166000051 
J8U000005 l 3397000048 n201ooos1 325 700Q0Lt 7 3 921+ 00 00 5 4 8784000050 
11 2.91 UJ(JOU49 41UOOUU048 11201oous1 ':l:l66U00047 811500()052 4208000052 
00 ;) 1 41U0000048 llc.01(!00:.Jl 5';,6600004/ 1640000053 210400005 2 
00 ::,1 41UUOOiJCJ46 11201000':ll 5566000047 32-/0000053 10520(i0052 
l46UUOOv';,U '+l 00UOUO't8 lL:'UiUOu::,l 5:>6G00004-/ 65400000:.:,3 5263000051 
4070U00050 4100u00U48 112Gl00U'.:> l :,:;660UOli4 I l::lOiJ i.J000'.14 2628000051 
8440000050 410UU00048 1120100051 :.:i:i6600004/ 19620000:>4 1757000051 
1480000051 41uooooo4a 1120100U:il S':>66000047 2',143()0()054 llo6000051 
2100(100051 4100000(!48 1120 lOOOS 1 ':>566000047 3924000054 8184000050 
12, 00 51 42U3000CJ48 1120100U51 1400000048 8175000052 4208000052 
291()000049 4203000048 ll201CJ0051 1400000048 1645000053 2104000052 
2910U00049- 4203000048 112010005 l 1400000048 3270000053 1052000052 
00 5 l 4203000048 1120100051 14000()0048 6S40000053 5 263000051 
34900000:,0 4203ulJUi.J48 lUOlOOU':>l 14000LiQ()l.ftj 1308000054 2620000051 
7560JQ(jl)':,(j 4203UU004(J 11;:01ouu51 '1400()00041:J 19620000:>4 175-/000051 
13400oous 1 420300004c 11201000:::,1 l400000U48 2943000054 1166000051 
206000vU:>l 4203000048 1120100051 1400000048 39240000!i4 8784000050 
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TABLE B-III (continued) 
Run 
1(6, No 1(1 •2 •s ft4 •10 
6 2290000050 3731000048 1000000051 1133000048 8175000052· 4208000052 
3720000050 3731000048 100.00000 51 1133000048 1635000053 2104000052 
5720000050 3731000048 100:0000051 1133000048 3270000053 1052000052 
8860000050 3731000048 100:0000051 1133000048 6540000053 5263000051 
1342000051 3731000048 100:0000051 1133000048 1308000054 2628000051 
1713000051 3731000048 1ooboooo51 1133000048 1962000054 1757000051 
228400005 l . 3731000048 1oogoooo51 1133000048 2943000054 11660:00051 
2740000051 3731000048 100, 000051 1133000048 3924000054 8784000050 
13 00 51 4091000048 1120100051 2108000048 8175000052 4208000052 
00 ·, 51 4091000048 1120100051 2108000048 1630000053 2104000052 
2900000049- 4091000048 1120100051 2108000048 3270000053 1052000052 
00 51 4091000048 1120100051 2108000048 6540000053 5263000051 
. 2340000.050 4091000048 1120100051 2108000048 1308000054 2628000051 
6720000050 4091000048 1120100051 2108000048 1962000054 1757000051 
129000005J. 4091000048' 112o;iooo51. 2108000048 2943000054 1166000051 
190000005), 4091000048 1120100051 2108000048 3924000054 8784000050 
7 1460000050 3522000048 1044800051 ll44000048 8i75000052 4208000052 
1750000050 3522000048 10448ooq51 1144000048 1635000053 2104000052 
2630000050 · 35 2 2000.048 · 10448oor 1 1 H4000048 3270000053 1052000052 
4950000050 3522000048 1044800•51 1144000048 6540000053 5263000051 
8440000050 3522000048 1044BOOQ51 1144000048 1308000054 2628000051 
1251000051 3522000048 1044800951 1144000048 1962 000054 1757000051 
1832000051 3522000048 l044800C/51 1144000048 2943000054 116600005 l 




ll1. 5820000049 3483000048 1124600051 3126800048 8175000052 4208000052 
5820000049 3483000048 1124600051 3126800048 1640000053 2104000052 
5820000049 3483000048 ll24600q5 l 3126800048 3270000053 1052000052 
8730000049 3483000048 ll 24600Q5 l 3126800048 6540000053 5263000051 
4360000050 3483000048 1124600051 3126800048 1308000054 2628000051 
9900000050 348300004a ll 24600051 3126800048 1962000054 1757000051 
1690000051 . '.'.\483000048 1124600051 3126800048 2943000054 116600005 l 
227000005~ 3483000048 1124600051 3126800048 3924000054 878400005.0 
·8 qo 51 3756000048 1077000051 1133000048 8175000052 4208000052 
2900000049 3756000048 1077000051 1133000048 1635000053 2104000052 
8700000049 3756000048 107700005 l 1133000048 3270000053 1052000052 
2670000050 3750000048 1077000051 . 1133000048 6540000053 5263000051 
6990000050 3756000048 1077000051 1133000048 1308000054 2628000051 
ll95000051 375600004a 107700005 l 1133000048 1962000054 1757000051 
1952000051 37'%000048 107700005 l 1133000048 2943000054 1166000051 



















































1110000051 i '1591000049 
•s ·_:-' •6 












ll 22000051, 9405000047 
112200005 i 9405000047-
1122000051 9405000047 
112200005 l 9405000047 
112;370005 l 1067000048 
1123700051 1067000048 
ll-23700051 1067000048 
11n100051 · lOC:,7000048 
. 2610000051 1591000049 . 1123700051 1067000048 
. ·. 415()00005 i 1591000049 1123700051 1067000048 
... 5530000051 , 1591000049 1123700051 1067000048 
·, 6180000051 · 1591000049 1123700051 1067000048 
; 
1948000049 1023000048 3070000050' 1121200051 
6140000050 1948000049 1121200051 1023000048 
9210000050 1948000049• 1121200051 1023000048 · 
1840000051 19480000,49 1121200051 1023000048 
3410000051 l 948000049 . 112l200051 1023000048 
5070000051. 1948000049 1121200051 1023000048 
660000005l 1948000049 1121200051 1023000048 
7340000_051 . 1948000049 1121200051 1023000048 
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· 2943000054 1166000051 
3924000054 .· 8784000050 
9830000052 28050()0052 
1970000053 1403000052 
3930000053 .· 7013000051 
7870000053 3506000051 
1573000054. 1757000051 
2360000054 116600005 l 
3146000054 · 8784000050 
3540000054 7776000050 
1030000053' 2805000052 
· 2050000053 1403000052 
4100000053 . 7013000051 
8200000053 3506000051 
1640000054 1757000051 
2461000054 J16600005 l 
3'281000054 8784000050 





1674000054 · 175700_005 l 
2~11000054 116600005 l 
3 48000054 8784000050 
3l6700005't '777600005 0 
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TABLE B-IV 
VALUES OF DIMENSIONLESS GOUPS, MINIATURE BIN TYPE II 
aun. 
No •1 •2 "s l(6 3'4 •10 
3060000050 4454000048 9964000050 1060000048 8375000052 4208000052 
4990000050 4454000048 9964000050 1060000048 1675000053 2104000052 
7760000050 4454000048 9964000050 1060000048 3350000053 1052000052 
1163000051 4454000048 9964000050 1060000048 6700000053 5263000051 
1716000051 4454000048 9964000050 1060000048 1340000054 2628000051 
2213000051 4454000048 9964000050 1060000048 2010000054 1757000051 
2822000051 4454000048 9964000050 1060000048 3015000054 1166000051 
21 1140000050 4609000048 1040000051 1051000048 8375000052 4208000052 
22.50000050 4609000048 1040000051 1051000048 1675000053 2104000052 
3910000050 4609000048 1040000051 1051000048 3350000053 1052000052 
6680000050 4609000048 1040000051 1051000048 6700000053 5263000051 
1195000051 4609000048 1040000051 1051000048 1340000054 2628000051 
1693000051 4609000048 1040000051 1051000048 2010000054 1757000051 
2413000051 4609000048 1040000051 1051000048 3015000054 1166000051 
22 3000000049 4338000048 1079100051 1030000048 18375000052 4208000052 
8500000049 4338000048 1079100051 1030000048 1675000053 2104000052 
1680000050 4338000048 1079100051 1030000048 3350000053 1052000052 
3340000050 4338000048 1079100051 103 000 o'048 6700000053 5263000051 
8040000050 4338000048 1079100051 1030000048 1340000054. 2628000051 
1357000051 4338000048 1079100051 1030000048 2010000054 1757000051 
2104000051 4338000048 1079100051 1030000048 3015000054 116600005 l 
2l~" 5720000049- 3803000048 1117900051 3480000047 8510000052 4208000052 
8580000049- 3803000048 1117900051 3480000047 1700000053 2104000052 
1'~30000050- 3803000048 111790005 l 3480000047 3400000053 1052000052 
1430000050- 3803000048 1117900051 3480000047 6810000053 5263000051 
2000000050 3803000048 111790005 l 3480000047 1362000054 2628000051 
6870000050 3803000048 1117900051 3480000047 2042000054 1757000051 
1370000051 3803000048 1117900051 3480000047 3064000054 116600005 l 
1970000051 3803000048 1117900051 3480000047 4085000054 8784000050 
25 2770000049- 4597000048 1117900051 5987000047 8380000052 4208000052 
5540000050- 4597000048 1117900051 5987000047 1680000053 2104000052 
8300000050- 4597000048 1117900051 5987000047 3350000053 1052000052 
8300000050- 4597000048 ll 17900051 5987000047 6700000053 5263000051 
2770000050 4597000048 1117900051 5987000047 1340000054 2628000051 
8300000050 4597000048 1117900051 5987000047 2010000054 1757000051 
1490000051 4597000048 1117900051 5987000047 3015000054 116600005 l 
2160000051 4597000048 1117900051 598700004.7 4020000054 8784000050 
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TABLE B-IV (continued) 
Run 
No 1(1 112 1(5 
1( . 
6 1(4 1(10 
15 3000000049- 4326000048 1120100051 10900Q0048 8500000052 4208000052 
6000000049- 4326000048 1120100051 1090000048 1700000053 2104000052 
8000000049- 4326000048 1120100051 1090000048 3400000053 1052000052 
6000000049- 4326000048 1120100051 1090000048 6800000053 5263000051 
4600000050 4326000048 1120100051 1090000048 1360000054 2628000051 
9!00000050 4326000048 1120100051 1090000048 2040000054 17 5 7000051 
1660000051 4326000048 1 1 2 0 1 0 ().0 5 1 ]090000048 3015000051+ .1166000051 
2310000051 4326000048 1120100051 10900000L~8 t+OB0000054 8784000050 
26 00 51 4091000048 1117900051 1547000048 8580000052 4208000052 
2820000049- 4091000048 1117900051 1547000048 1720000053 2104000052 
1130000050- 40Yl000048 1117900051 1547000048 3430000053 1052000052 
8500000049- 4091000048 lll79000Sl 1547000048 6860000053 5263000051 
3110000050 4091000048 1117900051 1547000048 1372000054 2628000051 
7900000050 4091000048 l l 1790005 l 1547000048 2058000054 1757000051 
1440000051 4091000048 1117900051 15lt7000048 3087000054 1166000051 
20600()0051 40.91000048 1117900051 1547000048 4116000054 8784000050 
27 00 51 41510000.48 1119000051 1996000048 8480000052 4208000052 
285(;000049- 4151000048 1119000051 1996000048 1700000053 2104000052 
5700000049- 41.51000048 111900005 l l 996000048 3390000053 10520000:>2 
5700000049- 4151000048 11190000:,l 1996000048 678000005c; 5263000051 
2800000050 4l':ll00U048 lll90000Sl 1996000048 13:>6000054 2628000051 
7700000050 41 :i'l 000048 1119000051 l 996000048 .2034000054 1757000051 
14600000:>l 4Lo1000048 1119000051 1996000048 30:> 100005'+ 1166000051 
2080000051 4151000048 1119000051 l 996000()lf8 4068000054 8784000050 
2:8 2800000049- 4350000048 1117900051 3058000048 8480000052 4208000052 
570\J000049- 4350000048 1117900051 3058000048 1700000053 2104000052 
11300000SO- 4350000048 1117900051 3 0.5 800 0048 3390000053 1052000052 
8500000049-· 4350000048 1117900051 3058000048 6780000053 5263000051 
3110000050 4350000048 1117900051 3058000048 1356000054 2628000051 
7 0 6 0 0 00 05 0 , 4350000048 1117900051 3058000048 2034000054 1757000051 
1380000051 4350000048 1117900051 3058000048 305100005'• 1166000051 
1980000051 4350000048 1117900051 3058000048 4068000054 8784000050 
23 00 51 4491000048 1140600051 1047000048 I 8365000052 4208000052 
i900000049- 4491000048 1140600051 1047000048 1673000053 ?.104000052 
11::)00000'.JO- 44\il000048 11406009:il 1047000048 D46000053 1002000052 
1410000050- 4491000048 1140600051 1047000048 6692000053 5263000051 
1670000050 4,491000048 1140600051 1047000048 1338400054 2628000051 
6980000050 4491000048 1140600051 1047000048 2007600054 1757000051 
14240000.51 4491000048 1140600051 1047000048 3011400054 1166000051 
2!23000051 4491000048 1140600051 1047000048 4015200054 8784000050 
169 
TABLE B-IV (continued) 
llun 
•2 No . •1 •3 "6 "4 "10 
16 00 _ 51 79!jl000048 1113400051 1067000048 8430000052 ' 4208000052 
00 51 7981.000048, · 111'3400051 1067000048 1690000053 2104000052 
· 3000000049 7981000048 1113400051 1067000048 3370000053 1052000052-
2710000050 7981000048 111 3400051 1067000048 6740000053 5263000051 
1150000051 7981000048 111 3400051 1067000048 1348000054 2628000051 
l 99000.0051 7981000048 11 ~ 3400051 1067000048 2022000054 1757000051 
3100Q00051 7981000048 111 3400051 1067000048 3033000054 1"166000051 
4130000051 79tH000048. 11 l 3400051 1067000048 4044000054 87a4000050 
17 6020000049 l l 95000049' 1122000051 1199000048 . 9080000052 2805000052 
-· 120 0000'05 0 1195000049 112200005 l 1199000048 1820000053 1403000052 
2710000050 1195000049 1122000051 1199000048 3630000053 7013000051 
6620000050 119.5000049 1122000051 1199000047 2770000053 3506000051 
1780000051 1195 000049 . 1122000051 1199000048 145300()054 1757000051 
2860000051 1195000049 1122000051 il99000P48 2180000054 · · 1166000051 
3940000051 . 1195000049' ll 22000051 1199000048 2906000054 8784000050 
4430000051 1195000049 112200005.1 1199000048 3270000054 7776000050 
· 18 1790000050 '1617000049 1121600051 9437000047 9790000052 .2805000052 
3870000050 1617000049 112l600Q51 94~7000047 1960000053 1403000052 
6550000050 1617000049 1121600Q51 9437000047 3920000053 7013000051 
1310000051 -16.17000049 U21600Q51 9437000047 7830000053 · 3506000051 
2800000051 1617000049 1121600Q51 9437000047 1566000054 1757000051 
4260000051 1617000049 ll21600Q51 9437000047 2349000054 -116600005 l 
5630000051 1617000049 ll21600~51 9437000047 3132000054 8784000050 




19 2980000050 1946000049 1126300051 1036000048 1030000053 2805000052 
5650000050 194.6000049. 1126300051 . 1036000048 2070000053 1403000052 
9520000050 1946000049 1i26300951 1036000048 41400.00053. 701300005l 
1820000051 _ 1946000049 1126300q51 · 1036000048 8270000053 3506000051 
3510000051 1946000049- 1126300(151 1036000048 1655000054 1757000051 
5090000051 1946000049 1126300051 1036000048 2482 000054 1166000051 
6550000051 1946000049 ll 26300051 1036000048 3310000054 8784000050 
7209,_000051. l946000049 1126300_051 1036000048· 3723000054 7776000050 
170 
TABLE B-V 
VALUES OF DIMENSIONLESS GROUPS, MINIATURE BIN TYPE III 
Run 
No ltl 1(2 ff 5 1(6 1t4 1t10 
30 8300000049 4320000048 1077000051 1009200048 8280000052 4208000052 
1110000050 4320000048 1077000051 1009200048 1660000053 2104000052 
1660000050 4320000048 1077000051 1009200048 3310000053 1052000052· 
3320000050 4320000048 1077000051 1009200048 6620000053 5263000051 
7200000050 4320000048 1077000051 1009200048 1324000054 2628000051 
1160000051 4320000048 1077000051 1009200048 1986000054 1757000051 
1740000051 4320000048 1077000051 1009200048 2979000054 1166000051 
29 2110000050 2184000049 1125300051 1134000048 1010000053 2805000052 
4220000050 2184000049 1125300051 1134000048 2020000053 1403000052 
8730000050' 2184000049 1125300051 · 1134000048 4040000053 7013000051 
1720000051 2184000049 1125300051 1134000048 8080000053 3506000051 
3490000051 2184000049 1125300051 1134000048 1616000054 1757000051 
5000000051 ·2184000049 1125300051 1134000048 2425000054 1166000051 
6270000051 2184.000049 112.5300051 1134000048 3233000054 8784000050 
6840000051 2184000049 1125300051 1134000048 3637000054 777600005'0 
TABLE B-VI 
VALUES OF DIMENSIONLESS GROUPS» TWO-FOOT DIAMETER BINS 
Bin Run 
·Type No 1t1 1(2 ff 5 1t4 1110 
t 1 1740000051 1305000048 9660000050 6080000053 1959800052 
2 9300000050 1345000048 9350000050 1796000054 6530000051 
3 1700000051 1380000048 9520000050 4.020000054 2830000051 
4 3740000051 1464000048 9570000050 8462000054 1066000051 
5 5700000051 1432000048 978.0000050 1819000055 5900000050 
II 1 1160000051 144300()048 1000600051 6370000053 1959800052 
.2 1090000051 1485000048 9680000050 1939000054 6530000051 
3 1710000051 1528000048 9860000050 4598000054 2830000051 
4 3540000051 1613000048 9940000050 9126000054 1066000051 
5 5500000051 1585000048 1017000051 2069500055 5900000050 
Ill i 1030000051 1564000048 1041000051 6370000053 1959800052 
2 9000000049 1590000048 1007000051 1912000054 6530000051 
3 1590000051 1631000048 1026000051 4418000054 2830000051 
4 3370000051 1732000048 1035000051 9207000054 1066000051 
5 4920000051 1700000048 1058000051 2025500055 5900000050 
TABLE·B-VII 
MOISTURE CONTENT OF GRAIN SORGHUM IN-TWO-FOOT DIAMETER BINS, 
TJ.2. -
Po~itio~• in bi.n Run of Run ... 
No. Hoorli. 1 2 3 4 s 6 ·7 ·a '9· .. .10 
Jlin 0 o.o 14.3 14.5 .14.6 l4e3 l4o3 14.7 15.l. 14.3 ·l4e5 14 .. ·5 
·· Type_ 1. 4o0 · 1.3.Q . 12.9 l3a9 14.7· 14 .• 5 14.3 1409. l4e4. 14.3 14.2 
I 2 .8.1 · lle5 11~4 12~3 1308 13e5 14.l 1406. '.14o l l3e!> l3o l 
3 36e6 10 •. 2 908 10 .. 2 .12.s 15e7 ·l2ol 12o5 12o4 11.7 .11.1 
4 76e2 11.9 11.2 llo4 1206 12.2 12.1 .12~5 . 12.5: -12 •. 2 12.1 
.Total .124e9 
llin 0 o .• o l4e7 l4o2 14~3 140 7-· 13:.9 ·l4o3 14.5. -14.o{) - 14.el- 14o2 
:Type 1 ,4o0 13o0 · l3e3 14e0 1408 l4o4 14.3 14o4 14e2 14.5 14-o4 
II 2 Sol lle6 n.8 -- l2a9 1308 13e6 _13."7 l3o5 130-0 l3o2 ·.1306 
3 3606 1006 10.5 l.h l 12.9 12o9 12.4 l1o3 ilo3 llo4 l2·o6 
4 76o2 12.1 11.a 11.8 12.8 12.a 12;,6 12.6 12.0 il~9 12.7 
Total 12409 
Bin 0 o.o l4o4 • ·14o0 14-o l l4o5 140 l 14.0 14.6 l4o0 l4e3 14e3 
'l'ype 1 4.0 13o0 ·13.5 14o0 14.4 140 4 140 5 13._9 13 •. 9 l4ol 1406 
.UI 2 8:.1 11.7 12o2 13,o4 l3o9 13.4 l3o9 . 12.7. 120a ·l3o3 13 .•. 6 
3 360·6 l0o4C' 10•4 11.5 1006 1.1.4. l.?o l 10 •. 8 11.3 12o2 l3o2 
4 76•-.2 12.3 n.a 12.3 13·1 13o2 l3ol 11.6 llo.5 12.0 13~6 
Total 124•'9: 
% WET BASIS 
··.···Mar 
· :r1ow 
Bin . . Jlate 
,Avg. cfm/ft3 
i4e5l 




Avg throu,gh Jlun 3 






Avg through Run 3 






Avg through Run 3 













































MOISTURE CONTENT OF WHEAT IN TWO-FOOT DIAMETER BINS, % WET BASIS 
AiT Ambient Air 
Time 
Pos . i.ti.o·n i:n Flow Relative Run cf Run .b.i n Bin Rate· Temp Humidity 
No Hours :1 2 3 .4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Avg ·cfra/ft3 F ,\. 
Bin. 0 o.o 14.7 14.8 l4a9 14.80 
·TYJ>e . 1 3.0 12 .• 1 1.2 .. s 13.5 13· 7 13a8 13.9 13.6· 13a6 13.8 13.8 ·13.s 13a6 13-.52 3a38 84. 39 • 
J: lA 13.1 14.2 l4o3 
.2 6a0 12.6 l.3o 7 14a4 14.5 13-.8 15.4 15.4 14. 7 13 .• 9 12:.9 15 •. 4 1406 14.12 3.30 so. 37. 
2A .12,o l 14 .. 6 14 .. 3 
3 lloB .12.4 .11.3 12 .. 0 14.6 14.5 14.3 14.4· l4a4 14.1 13a7 11.4 15el J.3.55 3,; 14 84. 370 
.4 24a2 9,.5 9~7 10.5 14.0 13a8 12 .. 6 12.B 13. l· 12. 3 11.8 l.1'41 11.0 12.00 3.06 84• 37. 
4A 1.0. 7 12.9 lOa? 
5 54.4 10 .• 0 9.5 9.8 11 .. 5 1.1.1 10.s 10.9. 10.9 . .10.5 9.9 10.:-2 11.1 1.Q .• 45 2,a98 87. 39. 
5A u.3 lla6 9_.9 
Total 99.4 Total avg 3 • 1 7 85 .. 4 38a2 
llin · () o.o i5.2 15 .. Q l5al 15.10 
Type . l 3.0 14.3 13.a7 14.3 l4a5 14.,5 14 .. 5 14.2 .14 .• 2· 14-. l 14a3 14.26 3.54 840 39 • 
.II .lA . .13.3 14~6 14.7 
. .1. 6•0 13~5 l3a8 14-.6 l4a2 J.3a0 16.0 1s. 1 15.o 14.1 13a2 14.31 3a62 so. 37-. 
2A .12.4 1s.o 15.aO 
3 lla8 lla3 · · lla9 13_.3 15-.0 15.0 14 .• 9 14a0 14a0 14•3. 1408 .13 .. 85 3a38 840 370 
4 .24a2 9.-0 10 .. 2 11.0 .14. 5. 1-4 .. 4 13.9 11.s 12.0 12.6 l4a-5· 12 .. 47 . '3o 30 64e 37. 
4.A 11 .. 0 13.2 13,aO 
-5 54 .. 4 lOal 10.0 10 .. 3 11-o 9 12-.l 11 .. 7 10.4 10. 5 ·10.6 11.s lQ.94 3.54 01. 39. 
5A 10 .. 1 12.2 11 .. 8 
.total .99:.4 Total avg 3a47 85,4 38e2 
JI.in 0 o.o 15.2 15.4 1s.4 15. 3.3 
:Type 1 .3.0 14.0 l4o5 14.6 14;.9 14-.8 14.6 1-4. 7 1406" 14.6 14a6 14.59 3o54 84. 39. 
:111 lA .1308 14.:-9 15 .o . 
2 6a0 13._4 15 .. 5 15 .. B 1s .. 5 14-.5 16.1 15.9 16.0 -15,a4 14-.6 15-a27 3.,54 so. 37._ 
2A 12 .. s }'5 .• 3 15 .. 2 
3 lJ.• 8 .11.3· .12 .. 0 i-4 .. 3 15a3 15.2 15.3 13.6 14.l 15 .. 2 15 •5 14.18 3.54 84, 37., 
4 24a2 ,9 .• 2 10 .. 9 13.1 1s.o. · 14.9 14.3 10.6 il.7 13 .. '2 15•4 12.85 3-o.30 840 37~ 
-4A 10 .. s 13.2. l4e5-
5 54.·4 9 .• 9. 10.1 10 .. 1 12.1 12. 7 12.s .. ;.o.s 11 .• 1 11.4 l4.a3 l!.65 3a38 87. 39.-
5A 10 .. 1 12 .. 0 l3e0 I-' 




0Bo l· 2 
.B.in 0 75. 11. 
Type .l :.83. 83. 
I 2 8lo 82. 
3 71• 74. 
4 770 78. 
J!in 0 . . 79o so. 
Type 1 ,e2. a2. 
<ll 2 BO.· 8.0•··· 
3 7,2. 73·. 
,4 77 .. ·75. 
Bin 0 77• BOe 
TJ'pe 1 s.1 •. 78. 
III 2 Blo .. so. 
3 10. 71• 
4 75. 73. 
TABLE B-IX 
OF GRAIN SORGHUM IN TWO-FOOT 
Position in . · b ;i D 
3 4 5 6 7 8 
BI. 78. ao. B2. 770 780 
79• ·73. 7lo 11. 750 7.1. 
BO• 12. 700 690. 720 10. 
76. 11. 73 .. 7:5. 10. 77 •. 
77. 76. 76. 76. 75. 74. 
. 82. 76.; 78 .•. a1. 620 82. 
. . 11. 75. · 72. 71. 7:5,. 7.4.., 
76 .. 70-o 69 ... 69 •. 7,4. 74. 
75. 7.la 730 7:5. 10. 72. 
75 .. 76• 750 75. 75. 74. 
82. 77. 78. Blo 83. 82. 
12 .• 73. 12. 7't. 75. 73.; 
75. 11. . 6$ .• bBo 76. 74. 
73. 66. 710 73. 700 73 .• 








83 • 65 •. 




83. a ... 
7.1. 78. 
io. 69. 
1 ... 75. 
7:5. 76. 
F 





















TEMPERATURE OF WHEAT IN TWO-FOOT DIAMETER BINS, F 
l!.un :;p ~ 8 i t :i -~ •ti .. in ··bin Bin 
·No l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 .11 12 Avg 
llin 0 87. in. 88. 87.'3 
Type 1 81 •. .s2. so. 78. 11. 11.· 78. 77. 11. 77. 79. 79. 78.5 
l lA 12. 73. 75. 
2 79. ao. 77. 12. ·11. 11. 73,. 12. •11. 12. 73. 75. 73.& 
2A 11. 68·• 11. 
3 92. 92. 88. 82.o 79. 79 .• 61.o 7·9. so. BO• B7 .. BOo 83.3 
4 82. .82· 82. 77.- 75. . 75. 76 .• 77. 11. 79. · 77,.. 780 7Bol 
4A 86. 84. 840 
5 85. 86 .• 85. 83• 8~• 84. 84. 83. 83. 83. 84. 83., 83.8 
5A 85. 86. 83. 
Bin 0 84 •. 84 .• 84. 84 •. 0 
Type 1 so. 79. 76. 77 .. 78. ·1a •. 7h 76. 7.5. .77. 77.3 
J:I lA. 73. 73• .75 • 
2 77. 77.o 74. 72• 71• 11. 73. 72. 71. . 70• 72 .. 8 
2A 7.0. 68.· •. 70 .• 
3 89. . as. 63. 79. 11 .• 76 ... 80,. ao. so •. 11 • 80.9 
4 81. Bl• . 79.· 73. 73. 11. 76 .. 76. 11. 12 .• 76.l 
.4A 84. 85. 85 • 
5 64• 83. ti 3. B2o Blo Bh B2o 83. 63.· Ble 82.3 
5A 64. 85. 84• 
lin 0 81. 81-o so .• ao.1 
Type 1 so. 'is. 75. 76• 77. 78 .• 77. 76. 11. 79. 77.3 
UI lA 72~ 73. 75. 
2 77.o 75 .• 72. 72• 7.1 .• 11. ··12. 73. 10. 72• 12.5 
2A 67e 68. 10. 
3 89. 86. B2o . 77. 75,. 15. 81 .• 61. 76. 75• 790 9 
4 82 .• 81• 76. 73. 12. 72. 79. 79. 75. · 71.o· 76.0 
4A 860 64. 83-· 
5 84. 84• 83. s1. 80• so. 82 .• 82. s1. so. 81.7 





OBSERVED AND PREDICTED VALUES, BIN TYPE I 
RUN OBSERVED PREDICTED D.IFF/PRED 
NO. 
Miniature bin 






. 2284000051+ 2257708251+ 1164534949+ 
2740000051+ 2657284551+ 3112783049+ 
l 2160000051+ 2454873451+ 1201175650 ... 
9 1771000051+ 1840510151+ 3776675849- STANDARD 
10 1800000051+ 2078421151+ 1339579850- ERROR 
11 2100000051+ 2342068751+ 1033567950-,. OF 
12 2060000051+ 2380282051+ 1345563350- ESTIMATE 
13 1900000051+ 2338724751+ 1875914350- FOR 
7 1251000051+ 1285666051+ 2696345749- MINIATURE 
1832000051+ 2045438451+ 1043484950- BIN 
2123000051+ 2266476951+ 6330393249- DATA 
14 2270000051+ 204456785 l+ 1102591050+ = 0.29 
2 3450000051+ 3300967051+ 4514828549+ 
3 4230000051+ 3417428051+ 2377729750+ 
4760000051+ 4020759051+ 1838560850+ 
4 4150000051+ 3947325051+ 5134489849+ 
5530000051+ 5428694051+ 1866121049+ 
6180000051+ 6033973051+ 2420080449+ 




· Two-foot diameter bins 
l 1740000051+ 1449427251+ 2004742350+ 
2 9300000050+ 1862305351+ 5006189450-
3 1700000051+ 2358877351+ 2793181750-
4 3740000051+ 3057194751+ 2233437450+ 
5 5700000051+ 4461761251+ 2775224350+ 
RUN 















TABLE B-X II 









1163000051+ 1}41239051+ 1906787349+ · 
1716000051+ 1767919051+ 2936729649~ 
2213000051+ 2?87362051+ 3250993949-
. 2822000051+ 2938520051+ 3965261449-
1693000051+ 1)21148051+ 1635420149-
2413000051+ 2612700051+ 7643434049-
2104000051+ 2035604051+ 1359985549+ 
1970000051+ 2332917251+ 1555636950-
2160000051+ 2556353051+ 1550462750-
2310000051+ 2493-027051~ 7341557149• 
2060000051+ 2475705151+ 1679138250-
2080000051+ 2429822751+ 1439704650- · 
1380000051+ 1375409051+ 3337916248+ 
1980000051+ 2519770051+ 2142140050-
2123000051+ 215108405t+ 1305574349-
3100000051+ 2567526051+ 2073879750+ 
.4130000051+ 3852560051+ 7201445349+ 
39400000~1+ 33561910!1+ 1739498750+ 
4430000051+ 3881933051+ 1411840450+ 
2800000051+ 2443254051+ 1460126550+ 
4260000051+ 3991700051+ 6721447049+ 
"5630000051~ 5236319051+ 7518277649+ 






Two~foot diameter bin 
l . 1160000051+ 8721587056+ 3300331750+ 
Z. 1090000051+ 2181703851+· 5003904750-
3 1710000051+ 3169331551+ 4604540450-







































































SINCREMENTS FOR EACH RUN OF THE MINIATURE BINS 




29139 15 2,174 
29034 16 1,623 
1,628 17 1,244 
19106 18 707 
694 19 304 
0 20 -64 
900 21 712 
lp 530 22 1,431 
29772 23 2p522 
2p426 24 2,200 
2p350 25 2,101 
2,339 26 2~ 163 
29351 27 2,176 
29 507 28 2,132 
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